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Miners

Remember J.
Pierpont Morgan.

Sang "God Save the

7

s

King."
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Steamers Collided in Deluth

The Kansas

3

Bay.
V

Suburban
v

Electric Car Ran Into an
Engine.

,

TO GERMANIZE

.

A

-

Anti-Tru-

Law

st

.Upheld.

Court Martial is Recommended

For

American Naval Officers.
VILLAGE DESTROYED.

PROVINCES.

Cape Town, June 7. The surrender
of more 'than 1,500 Boers is already re
ported from various points. Command
ant Fouche brought Into Craddock,
Cape Colony, his commando, consisting
of 36 Free Staters and 219 rebels.
Fouche is ill. Commandant Conroy's
men. on hearing peace had been concluded, threw their hats in the air- cheered King Edward and sang "God
Save the King." These Incidents dis
sipate the fear expressed that Cape
ii.la'i.inn
Colony commandoes would refuse to
SHINUMO CROSSING, COLORADO RIVER, GRAND CANYON.
accede to the peace terms. General
mi
Christian DeWet Is personally superin
tending the surrender of the Boers in
Vredefort, Orange River colony, disshould suffer death. Mr. Ray declared trict. General Schalkburger, former
slight, however. Inability to control
AFTER
HER
CHILDREN.
ULTIMATION.
ITS
the amendment unconstitutional, as acting president of the Transvaal. Is
the electric car, which ran Into and de
th court had decided that until inaug- the guest of the governor of Natal at
railed the engine, seems to have caus-'
'
uration a president was a private citi- Pletermarltzburg and In an address at
ed the accident.
Additional
information from - the The Santa Fe Wiil Not Allow Strikers Mrs.SpencerTook.Them toJackson-ville- , zen. The amendment was defeated, the burghers' concentration camp, askand soveral other amendments were ed them to mak the best of the situa
scene of the wreck Indicates that
persons were injured.
tion and forget and forgive the past,
Illinois Yesterday.
nearly forty-fivdefeated.
to Return to Work.
lie pointed out the hopelessness ot
Germanize Provinces.
continuing the struggle fend urged the
ALL WERE HELD.
Derlin, June 3. me lower house of
Boers to accept and act in accordance
WERE STOLEN FROM HER.
STRIKERS HOLD MEETING.
the Prussian diet today passed on the
the terms of surrender, which he
"Bat"
Matterson
and
His
Confederates with
third reading a bill providing for GerIntended to uphold and desired them
Up
Against
It.
manizing the Polish provices of PrusNew York, Juno 7. William Master-son- , to work for the good of South Africa.
"
Mrs. Franklin P. Spencer, of JackThe officers of the Santa Fe railway
v
sia.
known as "Bat" Musterson, James
got
III.,
Kruger Is Proud.
possession
yesterday
sonville.
have ct la?t declared themselves. They
Sullivan, J. C. Sanders and A. P. Frank
of
had
whom
her
three
children
she
MANY RESOLUTION
have taken no uncertain position la
June 7. It is reported
Amsterdam,
who
charged
arrested yesterday
Kruger
declined the fa
regard to the boilermakers here and at not seeu for over a year, put them 'on wtlh were
Mr.
that
here
being
and was miles away before the game, were concerned in a "brace" faro cilities offered by Great Britain for his
Western Federation of Miners Declar- - Needles and have made a flat footed a train
on
held
today
charge
the
ar-away
'
who
hus
had taken them
announceu-en- t
of just whr.t they ined for Woman Suff
and aUettlng gamble's game return to South Africa, butof accepted
knew she was in the of siding
a
vrolfor
Denver, June 7. The Western Fed- tend to do. The statement Issued by frora uer,
indaulng
to go to their rooms Queen Wilheliniua's
and
As
city.
it
feared the husband to play gamesmen
vessel to convey hrn to 'South Africa
eration of Miners this morning con- the officers is given below. From Its anight
Ball
of
chance.
each
in
follow-he- r,
and as she was act- case was $500 and Masterson and San when he decides to return there.
sidered a number of resolutions. Wo- reading It will be seen that the strikman's suffrage was endorted and the ing boilermakers here and at Needles ing under legal advice. The. Citizen ders were released, the other two go
LAW WAS SUSTAINED.
members and working people generally are discharged from the whole Santa was requested to say nothing of the ing to the Tombs. Further examination
are advised to work in the interest of Fe system for all time to come. The case last night in order that full oppor- was set for Monday. One of the alleg
Law
woman's suffrage wherever possible. A statement which reached here from tunity might be given for her escape.
victims of the prisoners, George A Validity of the Kansas Anti-TruSome time ago there was trouble in ed
resolution was unanimously adopted the Los Angeles conference yesterday
In the Mormon
Snow,
preacher
a
Upheld.
Was
the family and one morning Carter church, la said to have lost $28,000 in
Instructing the Incoming executive morning is as'foilows;
Topeka, Kan., June 7. The Kansas
lioard to confer with members of con-gre"It appears that the rate paid boil- told Ji s. wife he was going to take Chicago and detectives In the case to anti-trust
law was affirmed by the
with a view of securing legisla- ermakers at Needles Is 37 Vi cents an three of the children for a drive. They day sought to have the prisoners held
supreme
court today. .The decisstate
Spenby
not
night
and
return
did
Mrs.
irrigation
of
government
Winslow
being
hour.
only
for
the
tion
the
other
on an affidavit charging them with ion was what is known as the grain
cer
had
been
abandoned
realized
she
A
wages
west.
point
resolution
of
division
the
where
arid lands
for simiswindling Elder Snow in Chicago, but trust case. E. J. Smiley, secretary of
Two the court said
also was adopted extending the sym- lar work is as high on the whole and robbed of her children.
it could not be done, as the Kansas Grain Dealers' association,
was
were
Every
her.
Fto
support
left
effort
federaof
system.
the
pathy and moral
The rate quoted Is
Santa
was no evidence here as to what was arrested under the provisions of
there
covman,
to
had
trace
made
he
Massabut
the
of
striking
weavers
IVi cents per hour more than Is gention to the
had occurred in Chicago. An addianti-trus- t
law and convicted and
chusetts and congratulating them upon erally paid for this particular kind of ered his tracks too well. One of the tional charge of carrying concealed the
$500 and given a jail sentence.
fined
Spenofones
and
"good
died
Mrs.
home
at
work. Recently the men at Needles little
their refusal to accept the
weapons was made against Masterson The case was appealed to the supreme
fices" of the National Civic Federation made a demand for 40 cents an hour. cer was distressed over the three.
He said when his revolver was taken court and the validity of the anti-trus- t
A few weeks ago a letter written In away from him,
with a vfew of settling the differences The concession was refused and the
that he had lost his law attacked.
grandbetween the weavers and the mill own j committee that waited oft the Sau'a a scrawling hand reached the
iiest friend.
complaining
ers. The convention will elect officert re u:isiuii management was iniormeu mother in Jacksonville,
COURT OF INQUIRY.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
this afternoon.
that the 37 Va cent an hour rate was of cruelty and telling where they were
being paid at Needles, and at Winslow living. The chief of police telegraphed
SAN FELIPE DAY.
because of presumed undeslrability of Marshal McMillln, who located the or The regular meeting of the 8 Knights Court Martial Recommended for Three
o'clock
Columbus will be held at
Officers of the Navy.
those two stations. For a similar rea- man here working under the name of
this evening In the Knights of Pythias
The Feast Will Be Held in Old Town son, the Southern Pacific pays the K. W: Carter.
Warhlngton,
June 7. The navy deCarter has become well known here hall. ,
same rate in its shops at Yuma.
Tomorrow.
morning gave out the
partment
this
J. J. O'Brien, one of the city mall following statement concerning the
"In the meantime a mechanic at San as he threatened suit against the board
Tomorrow, Sunday, June 8, the day
for as carriers, left last night for New York court of inquiry which Investigated the
celebrated in honor of the exalted Bernardino had been instructed to go of education, sued Nick Matz
saint, San Felipe de Neri, will be a temporarily from that place to Selig- - saulting his son and had brought suit City to visit relatives during the sum case of the American officers arrested
gala day for the Catholics of Old Al- mau. In transmitting the order the against his wife for divorce and the mer.
In Venice:
man affected was informed by mistake cusiody of the children. The suit was
buquerque. It will be feast day.
Miss Margaret Newman, on of the
The court of inquiry recommends the
name
brought
right
and
his
the
under
This evening at 7:30 will occur sol- that bia transfer was permanent. He
Fourth ward school teachers w. ill leave trial by court martial of Lieutenant
an
required
was
in
made
publication
declined to make the change desired.
emn vespers.
this evening for her old home at Grand John Dodridge, U. S. N.; Captain RobSunday morning at 11 o'clock low and his associates left their work. old town Spanish weekly paper. It Rapids, Mich., where she will spend ert F. Wynne, U. S. M. C, and Assistpaper,
English
in
was
only
the
the
mass will be held at the church. At When the facts were explained to those
her summer vacation.
ant Surgeon Robert E. iedbetter. U. S.
7:30 tnere will be music by the band in charge, the uissatisfied employe was ami Marshal McMillln saw It.
N.. on the charge of unbecoming be
on
gold
filigree
earring
was
A
found
employed
on
Carter, or Spencer, is
and high mass will be held. In the af- told that his change was only a temhavior in public; and tnat no iunner
today
The
avenue
at
Railroad
left
and
ternoon at 4 o'clock there will be more porary affair, notwithstanding which the new depot.
action be taken In the case of Cadet
by
can
office.
Owner
have
Citizen
His wife came in on one of the delay
music by the band, solemn benedictidn the men refused to work until further
James C. Kruss, U. S. N.. sad Private
propoffice,
describing
calling
at
this
ed trains and from a safe distance saw
and procession.
The celebrations of demands were met.
Wilfred Langley, U. S. M. C. Admiral
paying
erty
notice.
this
and
for
the San Bernardino men In him go to work. A hack was waiting,
has disapproved the
the day will close with a short, interCrownlnshleld
"Iter
people
Albuquerque
foluwing
The
of the
esting program, beginning promptly at formed the railway management that and the children, overjoyed to be with will
recommendation
and
epinion
tonight
leave
for California:
is adverse to
8 o'clock p. m. Besides a short musical they would be compelled to remain out their mother, were driven to the depot
it
Inquiry
where
of
court
Miss
started east. Less than a block Misaea Blanche and Lucy Reed, Haw-leconcert and fire works there will be until the demands made by the boiler and
the officers on ground there was not
Katberine Heimbeek, Miss Olive
evidence.
pleasing addresses on appropriate sub- makers at Needles had been complied away the father was at work.
sufficient
Goe-bel
Robert Hopkins and Oscar
When he returned home at noon he
jects by Hon. O. N. Marron and Nestor with. This could not be conceded, for
There will be no further proceedings
suspected
been
done
and
had
what
apparent,
as
reasons that must be
and
Montoya.
in this case, according to the present
Next week, James T. Johnston will intention of officials.
The grounds
no boilermakers could bo obtained it learned that his wife had been here,
has been thought advisable to close but he did not know that she had left start his Jemcz hot springs stage on upon which Admiral Crownlnshleld disSOMETHING WAS DIDING.
down the shops at San Bernardino and town. Thus far he has made no at regular trips to the famous resort. approved the findiug, namely, insuffitempt to follow them.
Yesterday he left for the springs carry- ciency of evidence, would not, it is be
Guns and Clubs Used in a Political at Needles.
ing eight passengers for the popular lieved, give any cause ior onense vy
con
long
be
"How
will
lockout
the
STEAMERS COLLIDE.
Convention.
resort.
APPROPRIATION MADE.
the Italian government. The admiral
Welch, W. Va.. June 7. The repub- tinued is problematical, as we are de
Miss Marian Heatherlngton,' one ot does not find the Italian court erred,
One Sank in Less Than a Minute's lican convention for nominating a state termined that the men now out shali
senator here almost resulted in a riot. not return to work. Those men whose Money Provided for the Omnibus Pub- the accommodating clerks at the Gol- but does find thlit situated as the ChiTime.
are required have been noti
den Rule dry gqods store, left this cago is, it Is not possible to secure evi
lic Building Bill.
Duluth. June 7. The whaleback Guns and clubs were used. The chair- services
morning for Grand Rapids, Mich., dence which would justity me assem
was carried from the hall, bruised fied, by their respective foremen, and
Washington.
Fteamer Thomas Wilson and wooden man bleeding.
7. At the opening
June
the old hands and married men will sesolun of the house today, Mr. Can- where she will spend the summer visit- bling of a court martial.
fcteamer George O. Hadley. collided in and
have, as far as possible, such work as
Duluth canal today. The Wilson sank
non, chairman of the committee on ap- - ing friends and relatives.
A Village Destroyed.
Trains Reported on Time.
can be provided."
ii inn asked unanimous consent
The children's day services f the
In less than 4 minute's time. The Hadin in ii
8 from the west on time.
Russia, June 7. The
No. 1
Vladlkvkaz,
will
j
be
Methodist
church
avenue
ley made a run for the beach and of No.
a
to
resolution
authorize
yesterday, running as first No. 1 of Machinists and Boilermakers Confer. lo consider
In the mountatn
of
Cambulata.
village
9:45,
hour,
Sunday
school
held
the
at
apreached there none too soon. The life today,
on
sundry
tli cenferrees
civil
the
range, was destroyed
arrive on time. First and
Trch
of
pass
the
before
as
saving crew picked up several mem-l.er- s second will
afternoon,
in
of
the
Instead
union
of
city
necessary
machinists
propriation
The
this
bill to Infer' the
today, about four hours
No. 1
suddenly
arranged. Those desiring children bv a landslide. A large rent
of the crew of the Wilson but sev- late. No. 7 ofof today on
No. 99 Invited the striking boilermakers to ai"!'cpriations contained in the public baptized
which short
time.
on
mountain
the
appealed
present,
None
drowned.
have
to
known
be
at
should
that
lodge
are
with
at
buildings
eral
them
their
omnibus lill. He explained
roomd
local going
carries passengers confer
ly afterward toppieu over on me vil.
of th" members of the night crew es- and will leavesouth,
in Allen's, hall last evening."
The that about Iti.lioo.ono should be the ap- time.
the city about 11 o clock meeting
lage and neighboring farms. The incaped.
was
straight
one
of
business propriation lor the sundry civil bill on
Andres Romero and Dsvid Dunham habitants
tomorrow.
escaped.
Koeiero
Passengers coming from the east re There is only work at the local shop account of the omnibus act which was will leave tomorrow for.thv Torty-flvA FATAL COLLISION.
ten machinists and the remaining signed yesterday. No objection was sheep ranch, located abrmt
port bad washouts between Newton for
Officers Elected.
thjty-fou- r
who are left without em ma le and the resolution was adopted. miles north of McCarthy's station on
and Emporia, Kan., on Oklahoma dir
Denver, June 7. The American
Suburban Electric Car Ran Into an vision, repaired, and that trains will ployruent are beginning to wonder how The house then resumed consideration the Santa Fe Pacific. Mr. Denbam has
morning completed the
Union
this
long
present
Is
bill.
going
Mr.
Patterson,
the
thu
to
of
up
Engine.
trouble
put
Romero
Mr.
to
for
contract
the
be running through on time tomorrow.
celection of officers. The list is as fols
ith this idea in mind that body of 'i ennessee, ottered an amendment a fourteen foot windmill.
last.
St. Louis. June 7. Twenty-fivlows: President, Daniel McDonald, reof workmen asked the boilermakers to to include judges of the supreme court
Building Contracts.
were injured, two fatally, in a colD. F. Oshea.
Washington, June 7. In the senate elected; vice president.secretary-treasurerSeveral contracts were let yester- say how long they intended to hold out on the list of those who are murdered
lision between a suburban electric car
.
Colo.;
Creek,
Cripple
Depew
today,
Mr.
an
delivered
address
of
performance
To
engaged
question
gave
engine
replied
while
in
the
at
day.
the
L.
the
strikers
this
Pacific
J.
a
Architect
Missouri
the
and
Clarence Smith, Butte. Mont., recrossing In K.ast St. Louis. The men contract for the excavation and found- that they could not make definite an their official duties should le made in advocacy of a bill appropriating $10,.
Ott, of
swer for their reason that they had ta punishable by death. He thought the (iiio.OOO for the purchase of 2,000,000 elected; executive lioard. F. W.
ations of Joe Barnett's new three-storfatally InjR ed are William Lazen.
of Idaho; H.
Walton,
W.
Wyoming;
F.
rea
for
forest
of
land
supreme
acres
national
court
of
George
the
of
if
members
Railcar,
ken
Btand
lives
settlement,
at
and
their
and
brick
block
op
Second
street
the
and
electric
Banker, of Colorado; W. P. Hughes,
The there was to be one, remained with should be considered as sacred as serve in Virginia, North Carolina, M. Washington,
Gibson, a i.egro laborer, who was on road avenue to C. A. Grande.
and F. J. Pelletier. of
Georgia,
of
amAlabama
and
South
foreign
or
Carolina.
company.
of
officers
those
building
cabinet
142x25
fireman
be
railroad
one
will
will
and
the
be
and
the front platform. The
question of headquarproDepew
The
Montana.
said
the
Mr.
forty-siinTennessee.
bassadors.
meeting
were
At
were
of the finest in the southwest.
the
engineer of the railroad train
there
upon this afterdecided
be
by
will
ters
Roosevelt.
Mr.
is
President
ject
was
lost.
Alfavored
Crump
The
amendment
hospital.
machinists,
which
jured and removed to a
The same architect let the contract
number Includes the
most every one of the passengers on for the new house of Frank Strong on dozen men who still have employment Cmmpacker, of Indiana, offered an He predicted unless a reserve is es noon, after which the convention will
sine die.
the trolley car were cut by flying glass North Twelfth street, to John Hart. a: the local shop, and those who wer amendment as a new section provid- tablished, within ten years the great adjourn
By a vote of 30 to 31 it was decided
or thrown against a door, window or The contract for plumbing was secured laid off Tuesday. oan Bernardino ing that any person who should kill a hardwood forests within the reserve
to retain headquarters at Butte, Mont.
president-elec- t
will be destroyed entirely.
or vice president-elec- t
Bun, June 5.
seat. The Injuries of the majority are by Brockmeler & Cox.

Wilkesbarre, Pa., June 7. The hanging in effigy of J. Pierpont Morgan, in
one of the Btreets of South Wilkesbarre, by a crowd of men and boys was
the only incident to mar the stillness
of the Wyoming valley this morning.
After the efflgy was hung the crowd
cheered and pelted the object with
stones until the police came along and
dispersed the throng. All mining towns
are very quiet.
The news that President Roosevelt
could not Bad a way clear to take a
hand in bringing about peace between
the miners and operators was received
with genuine disappointment. Today
marks the end of the fourth week of
the total suspension of coal mining and
the miners and employers are farther
apart than ever.
President Is Interested.
Washington, June 7. The president
today had a long conference at the
white house with Senator Hanna on
the coal strike. He conveyed to Mr.
Hanna the idea he would like very
much to do something toward settling
the strike. Nothing definite, however,
was decided upon. The president also
eent for Carroll D. Wright, commis
sioner of labor, to give his views on
the situation, and also what might
properly be done by the government
looking to a settlement of the contro- versv. Probably otner conferences
will bj held and the president kept ad
vised of the situation. He will be in
readiness at any time to extend aid if
it is found he can be of service in set
tlfng the differences that exist between
the miners and employers.
After Sub Bosses.
Shamokin, Pa., June 7. A mob of
strikers late last night surrounded the
Homer, Murphy
homes of
and Hafler, and two Polish men, and
built fires, on which effigies represent
ing the bosses were burned. The denv
onstration grew so vigorous the nonunion men promised not to go to work
today. The firemen at Luke Fiddler
and Cambon collieries were stoned to
day.
Universally Obeyed.
Elkhorn. W. Va., June 7. The gen
eral striKe order has been universally
obeyed in every field along the Norfolk
But few collieries
& Western road.
are attempting to operate today and
these that are. have not an eighth of
the usual force at work.
Tho operators are endeavoring to
keep the strikers away from the mines,
where a few men are yet at work, but
as yet no trouble has occurred. Probably ll.ooo to 12.000 men are idle to
day.
Strike In Illinois.
Parhnndale. 111.. June 7. A strike in
volving 400 men of the Chtcago-Carterville Coal company 8 snatt, wnicn was
begun today, may spread to every mine
In th Rpvpnth district and nosslltlv the
state. The difficulty is over the scale
of loaders and trimmers. The operators will appeal to the state operators'
association and action will be taken by
that lody that may close every shaft in
the district.
Skirmish Reported.
Huntington, W. Va.. June 7. A skirmish between mine officials and strikers is reported at Keystone and a mine
boss killed. No one was named nor
are particulars available.
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8UMMER EXCURSION RATES.

The Alvarado Pharmacy
PURE DRUGS,
PERFUMES,
TOILtl ARTICLES.

Full Line of Druggists' Sundries.

return, $55.00.
Tickets on sale every Tuesdas.
Thursday and Saturday, May to
Inclusive, 1902. Final return
limit November 30, 1902.
F. L. MYERS, Agont.

& CO., Prescription Druggist

51.50.

Albuquerque

(Itijm Et

rorc' r",e9 aga,n8t thl8

and t0

"Resolved,
appropriations
That
X'f requested from state and
shou'd,
HUGHES
Publishers municipal
governments tor the publica- tlon and distribution of literature as a
Thoe. hughes
Editor )nans of education in the prevention
W. T. McCrelght. Mgr. and City Ed. of .he spread of tuberculosis.
"Kesolved, That all cases of tuber- cuIorI.i f.hould be reported by the atPublshe Daily and Weekly.
tending physician to the health boards
lor the purpose of disinfecting of
houses occupied by consumptives."
I

ft KcCREIQHT,

WIDOW WANTS A HUSBAND.
Associated Press afternoon dispatches
A newspaper of Tokio, Japan, re
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulatior cently published the following
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
"I am a pretty woman. My luxu
Copies of this paper may be founa riant, curly hair envelops me like a
on file at Vasnington In the office of cloud. My figure is as slender as the
our peclal correspondent, E. O. Bi- branch of a willow tree, and my body
gger, 918 F street, N. W., Washington, Just as supple. My face is' smooth and
shining like the satin sheen of flowers.
U C.
I am a widow and sufficiently wealthy
Mexico
demands Statehooo to walk hand in hand through life with
Nbw
r
a husband.
If I should find a good- Congress.
from the
looking, pleasant, intelligent and well
educated lord and master, who also
Terms of Subscription:
Dally, by mall, one yrnr
fft 00 possesses good taste, then I would be
ready to unite myself with him for
Ually, by mail, six month"
t1 00
LaUy, by mall, three moruns
50 b.e and share the pleasure of enjoying
Dally, y mall, one month. .i
60
with him the eternal rest offered by a
75
llly. by carrier, one month
Weekly, by mall, per year
I Ou tomb of red marble."
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be delivered
here Is a chance for some
n the c.y at the low rate of 20 rents per
American who Is unable to
week, or for 76 cents per month, when
paid monthly. Tl e rates are less than make a living for himself to get a
tooae ot any other dally paper In the pretty wife with plenty of dlnero to
torrltoir.
take care of him for life. The average
man may not be caught by a, "figure
A town was never built up by men as slender as the branch of a willow
who refused to invest a dollar In ad- tree," but then there Is the supple
vertising the advantages of the town body, the flower-lik- e
face and money
or Its resources.
enough to enable the husband to walk
through' life and take an occasional
Automobiles of long. low. rakish ride dn the trolley cars, and these at
build were not made for anything but tractions are sufficient to cause a world
breaking speed regulations, and their ly man to fall in love with a very slenchauffeurs may well be regarded with der figure. Then there Is the tomb of
suspicion.
red marble to sleep In after life's fltiul
fever is" over.
The offer of the pretty Japanese
The Indiana democrat who want
Colonel Watterson to write the party widow Is not a bad one, but the trouble
platform Beem to have overlooked the is that the men who would be willing
fact, that there is a platform expert in to accept it haven't enough money
about their clothes to take them to the
Lincoln, Neb.
widow.
The cows in Belgium wear earrings.
READ ALL OF THIS.
Every cow, when it attains the age of
Flfty-Sevintl-

good-luoKin- g

three months, must wear a numbered
metal tag on its ear. This is to make
government
systematic
inspection

easy.

Sir Thomas Upton's directors seem
to have been rather premature in criticising uim for giving too much attention to yacht racing those little affairs on this side the water have been
too
to be termed races.
one-side-

The Citizen publishes today a complete account of the commencement
exercises of the New Mexico College of
Agriculture' and Mechanic Arts, held
last Wednesday. From a 'local point of
view, the graduating talk of J. S.
treating on New Mexico's resources and especially the fine quality
of brick made in this city, should be
carefully read by aii who are Interested in Albuquerque.

'

Delegate Rodey has introduced a bill
providing that land heretofore donated
to New Mexico for construction of reservoirs and improving the flow of waters of the Rio Grande river may he
disposed of by the territory in such
manner and amounts as may be provided by territorial law for the purpose
of construction of reservoirs and impounding of waters of any or all
streams of New Mexico. The right to
impound and use these waters for Irrigation and other useful purposes is
recognized by the bill and granted to
the territory or Buy other person or
corporation authorized under its laws.
ACTUALLY INFECTIOUS.
The American congress of tuberculosis, which has been in session at
New York, adopted a resolution declaring tuberculosis "ai. acute infectious
disease;" also the following resolu-

tions:
"Whereas, Tuberculosis is an infectious disease ordinarily communicated
from person to person by means of the
dried sputum of a consumptive patient ; and
"Whereas, The spread of tuberculosis could be largely controlled by proper care of such sputum and the enforcement of comparatively siniplu
measures; therefore be it
"Kesolved. Hy the American congress of tuberculosis, that the health
.to
authorities be urged
the widest extent possible through the
public press and otherwise, correct
as to the manner in which
produced, and tho
tljis disease
means to b? employed for its preven!.--

tion.
"Resolved. That we helice it to b
the duty of the national, state and municipal govt rmm nts to enact rational

methods lor the prevention of tubert
culosis, i. nil we recommend the
i f institutions fur the care of
indigent consumptives.
."Resolved, That there should be
state and municipal supervision of all
public conveyances foilhe transportation of passengers, and in view of the
tii.il spitting on the floors of
fat corveyanefs
favors the spread of
and is injurious to the
public health, it is recommended that
transportation companies be Induced to
estab-llsnnieii-

tulx-rculosi- a

$39.00.

to Kansas City and re

Albuquerque to St. Louis and return.

$46.50.

Tickets on sale June 6. 7. 13 and 14,
and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive.
f inal return limit October 31, 1902.
F. Li. MYERS, Agent.
Triennial Convention,
International
Sunday School Association, Denver.
Colo., June 26 to July 2, 1902.
Rate of 118.85 for round trip. Tick
ets 'on sale June 24. Return limit July
C,

1902.

F. L. MYERS, Agent.
Rate to San Francisco and
Return, Account Imperial Council,
Nobles Mystic Shrine, San Francisco, June 10 to 14, 1902.
Rate of $35 for round trip; tickets
on sale June 3 to 8 inclusive; final re
turn limit Juiy 31, 1902. F. L. Myers,
agent.
Reduced

Summer Tourists

Rates to Colorado.

Denver. $25.15, round
Springs, $22.15. round

trip; Colorado
trip; Pueblo,

Cosmopolitan
Paper

Patterns 10c
None Higher
WesT

Leon B.Stern.propriltop

win lane piace ai mis store--dosdie ...til
Beginning munuat, a wonaenui uwpun fltake
our
Goods and Prices with those elsewhere and then be
our word for it, but compare
your own Judge.
.

.

a

f

t

aii
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5
3
O

c

Cut this out.

This coupon and

the house. All the newest
shapes. There are about 200
of them. Hats which have c
sold from $2 to $4 all along.
Take your pick at 98 cents,
but bring this coupon.
Cut this out.

Muslin

House
high neck and long sleeves,
high neck and short sleeves
and sleeveless. Small and
large sizes. Everyone a splendid made garment and worth
double.
Cut this out.

o

c

3

0 equal to the best Lonsdale,

f

and never sold for less than
cents a yard.
Cut this out.

10

Cut this out.

Cut this out.

Cut this out.

This coupon and $4.98

Entiiles you to 5 yards of
the best
50c Lace Applique in 5
in ecru and butter color. The 5'
best Imported and newest ef-- rc
fects; fifteen different pieces
to pick from and every one
worth 50 cents.
Cut this out.

-

Entitles you to

10

jfX

the finest

3

o

Imported Persian Lawns
in satin stripes and Swiss ef-in every desirable col- - o
or and combination; in polka f
dots, stripes and figures; warEvery
ranted fast colors.

yard worth 35 cents.
Cut this out.

with iron and brass bedsteads at prices
to suit are special offerings at our store
this week.' And they're going fast.
Notable bargains to be picked up In
every department here now. Handsome and durable parlor suits $15.
couches, new metal construction,
that are surpassing value for the
money, $14.85. Well made, serviceable,
first class furniture, all kinds, astonish
ingly cheap. Also a good line of ingrain and Brussels carpets.

Mk

jSgSL
fjJ'J--

Ele-ge-
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The Futrelle FurnitureCo.

rilK'

WEST END OF VIADUCT.
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

I

THE

JOE RICHARDS,

1

CIGARS

I

Bank of Commerce

&

MotherGray's Sweet Powders

B. A. SLEYSTER,
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 12 14. CROMWELL BLOCK.

Automatic Telephone 174.
Deming offers the same opportuol-tienow that the most proBperoui
cjtles in the west offered several yean
ago.

s

,

8

1

yards of

Separate
Bureaus.

I

"

n

This coupon and $1.40

This coupon and 95 cts

in

cts.

Ladies' Vest in the

yards 36 in. Bleach- ed American Beauty 5

In

18

Entitles you to the best

IO

3O

C
r

Giccsncr,
Tailor.

ftn&jtf&VW.i

o3

Entitles you 'to

;j. e. o'rielly

1

j

This coupon and 60 cts

--

mMmmm

O

Cut this out.

Entitles to the best aed
o
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE.
finest
Stage leaves Trimble's stable on Sec
White Pique Walking
ond street, every Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 6 a.m.; quick time. A
Skirt
You Never Know the Moment When relay of stock Is kept at Zla. Arrives
stitched and graduating g
supper.
May
of
Prove
in
Springs
for
time
at
tne
This Information
Embroidery inser-tio- n
flounce.
Infinite Value.
Don t be deceived by people who tell
quick
trimmed. Skirts which
It Is worth considerable to any citi- you they will take you just asNobody
zen of Albuquerque to know the value as the stage, for they won't.
are actually worth $5.75 at
and use of a medicine, for if there is no else has any change of stock' on the
wholesale.
sale at Trimbles.
ocasion to employ it, in the meantime, route. Tickets for
Cut this out.
Proprietor,
BLOCK,
B.
J.
frail humanity Is subjected to so many
o
influences and unforseen contingencies
Just Received
that the wisest are totally unable to
gauge the future. Know then that Dr. a fine lot of upholstered couches with' OCXDOCXOOOOOOCXXXXXOOOOOOOO
Doan's Ointment will cure any case of all Bteol construction. Don t fall, to
hemorrhoid8,commonly known as piles, see them. They are beauties. Futrelle
or any disease of the cuticle or skin Furniture Co., west end of Viaduct.
Also a fine line of Ingrain carpets and
generally termed eczema.
Mr. C. L. Kline, of 1851 Champa art squares, ranging In prices from
wool and all
$3.50 and up; cotton,
street, Denver, Colo., says:
"In 1883 in Minneapolis I had my feet wool.
o
8
frozen or suffered from chilblains or
3
Plumbing.
something akin to them, which drove
me half crazy with inchlness. I have
We have auaea a plumbing depart
1
often taken off my shoe, threatened ment and tin shop to our business.
to tear out mv toes, and do what I When you havo anything in this line
could I was unable to check the aggra- to be done see us about it before plac
vation, let alone cure it. I bought a lng your
order. Albuquerque Hard g BY PURCHASING
50 cent box of Doan s Ointment at my
A NICE'S
druggist's, used it and it cured me. If ware company.
o
anyone in Denver wishes to know more
0 GOOD J.VItI SPCNGE FOR. A 8
Do You Want Carpets?
about Doan's Ointment send them to
X
Call and examine our samples. Our 0 COLD SPONGE BATH.
me for a personal interview."
Ask the Alvarado what their custom carpets are shipped direct from fac
WE HAVE SPONGES AT p
tory. We can save you money. J. 11
er's report about this preparation.
Doan'B Ointment, 50 cents per box, Shufflebarger, 214 West Gold avenue.
3 ALL PRICES, 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c, P
for sale by all druggists.
Deming ships over 100,000 head of
Foster Milburn. Co., Buffalo, N. Y., cattle
annually; Is the center of the
agents
for the United States.
sole
breeding region in the south
Remember the name, Doan's, and greatest
west and cattle men all know this.
take no other.
o
& co,
Deming water is chemically pure
.T
recently
M nnardman who
nur equal to Polan Springs.
company
o
chased 5.200 head of the Hat
H
Prescription Druggists
g
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
cattle. Is loading at Lake View, Eddy
county, lot) cars or auoui sj.duu neaa ROSENWALD BROS.
Tho rest nf thn nnrrhnao la heinir load
H Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave. H
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,
ed at Hereford, Texas. The stock is
eboooexooexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxj
o
consigned to Glendlve, Colo., there to
We sell more shoes than all other
be pastured until fall, when they will stores
You know the reacombined.
tie nnisnea ror mamer.
son. Leon B. Stern.
o
A Real Friend.
Deming, the coming city of New
"I suffered from dyspepsia and Indi Mexico.
gestion for fifteen years, says W. T
eturdevant. of Merry Oaks, N. C
Have you seen that blue enanielec
"After I had tried many doctors and steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard
my
of
no
one
friends
avail
medicines to
store. It is the most
persuaded me to try Kodol. It gave ware company'sornamental
ware ever
and
beautiful
any
I
can
eat
almost
immediate relief.
thing 'I want now and my digestion is seen in Alouquerque.
West Railroad Avenue.
good. I cheerfully recommend Kodol."
Don t try to cure stomach trouble by s VELVET RIBBONS, VELVET RIB
dieting. That only further weakens the BONS, VELVET RIBBONS. ROSEN
system. You need wholesome, rU'cngtn WALD BROS.
o
enlng food. Kodol enables you to as
Mrs. Albrignt. tne Artist,
similate what you eat by digesting it Is again in her studio, lis North Third Wm.
without
the stomach s aid. J. tl
O Rielly & Co.. and U. 11. Hriggs & Co street. Parties who wish fine work in
artistic photography, 'should call and
S. S. Birchfield was in Deming the leave their orders for the new carbon
Autcmatic 'phone 574
other day with some over 2( head of photo the latest in photographic are.
2161 South Second Street,
one. two and three year old steers
o
. Mx.
Alhnonfrane.
which he turned over to Geo. ChessDeming Is the great mining center
man, of Denver, and the same were if the southwest.
loaded out the next day. This completes "Uncle Steve's" shipments for WIW.llWM.IITlll.pl.jllljl..IUWA
EAKIN
MELINI
the season. The whole amounts to
nearly 1.30U head.
LIQUORS.
WHOLESALE
CIG..6
Tisn't ale to be a day without Dr.
house,
Thomas' Kclectric Oil in the
We handle everything in our line
Newr can. Veil what moment un acciDistillers Agents
dent Is going to happen.
o
.
r
Taylor & Willla J
Special
distributors
&
Learn
Hall
you
pay
to
6ee
It will
Kentucky
LouisTllle,
piano.
a
purchasing
ard before
111 K First St.. Albuquerque, N. U.
for children. Mother dray, for years a
nurse in the I'mhiren s nome in isew
York treated children successfully
with a remedy, now prepared and plac
ed in the drug stores, canea niouier
Gray's Sweet Powders for Children.
They are harmless as milk, pleasant
to take an never fail. A certain cure
fnr f. ver khness. const illation, head
ache, teetaing and stomach borders
and remove worms. At all u.ngglsts
25c. Dcs t accept any substitute sam
pie sent free. Address Allen S. Olui
stead, Le Roy, N. Y.

3

including Mexican hats, such
as have been sold all along a 0
w
75 cents. About 150 to pick r
from and all this year's
Cut this out.

r

El Paso, Texas.

'I

This coupon and $2.00

pret-

goods.

Entitles you to tho linest

A. N. BROWN,
I. Route,
O. P. A., E. P.--

Entities you to one
6 yards Dress Pattern
of 6 inch
all woo, aIbatro8a ,n black
and twelve other colors, ln- eluding pink and cream. Not
a yard has ever been sold for
less than 50 cents. Bring
this coupon and you won't regret it.
Cut this out.

a

Cut this out.

Child's Straw Hat

5.

This Coupon and 98 cts.

t

v.

a

.

tiest

Cut this out.

Ladies'Shirt Waist
Hat

. .

a

n't

Entitles you to the

everywhere at 50 cents pair, g
19 cents only If you bring
this coupon.
Cut this out.

CLOUDCROFT

-

-i

This coupon and 48cts.

Eutitlis you to a pair of
Ladies' Silk Mits

g In black, light blue, pink, car- dlnal. cream and tan. Sold

A-

Cut this out.

This Coupon and I9cts.
,

-

4

Cut this out.

$20.15, round trip.
Tickets on sale
June 1 to October 15. inclusive. Final
return limit October 31, 1902.

The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
The season at Cloudcroft will open
on June 1, the lodge, dining hall and
lunch counter having been placed under the able management of the popu
lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
Waterman.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the prem
ier summer resort of the southwest
has been heralded far and wide, and
patrons may rest assured its reputation will not be allowed to suffer this
year. Extensive improvements have
been made In the way of accommodations and out door as well as indoor
amusements and entertainment.
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft.
or further information regarding this
summer resort, call on nearest coupon
ticket agent, or address.

Mail

Orders
Promptly
Filled

Keep Cool

Because of the discovery that ophthalmia is prevalent among a large
portion of the pupils In the public
schools of New York city, the board of
health has placed It on the list of contagious diseases, and physicians hereafter will be compelled to make reports of each case found in their private practice. Through investigations
made in two of the public schools,
where the eyes of about 2,000 children
were examined. It was found that at
least lu per cent had the disease. In
one of the schools 20 per cent of the
children were afflicted, and in the
other 15 per cent.

pul-li-

turn,

JlOMyiCo.

Mac-grego- r,

.

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE

Special Summer Excursion.
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,

CORNER GOLD AVENUE AND FIRST STREET.

lbuqurr)ue Daily

An Elegant Palm Leaf Fan to Every
one buying DRY GOODS amounting
to 25 cents or more.

h IT0

Sop-Umbe- r,

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

B. H. BRIGGS

Special Rate to California Points.
Albuquerque
to Los Angeles and
San Diego, 35.00.
Albuquerque to San trancisco and

ALBUQUERQUE

$100,000

Capital
OFFICERS

AND DIRECTOR

President
V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier
M. S. OTERO,

W. 6. STRICKLER,

WM. MclNTOSH
J. C.BALDRIDGE

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOP EKA & SANTA FE. RAILWAY

THIItn STREET

Meat Market
Allkornd9

fresh and Sail Meals

steam; susage factory.
B MIL KLEINWORT, Prop.
MASONIC EU1LLING.

N. THIRD SI REE
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That Lame Bocti

ARIZONA TOWNS
WINSLOW.

From the Mail.
Mrs. K. O. Bauerbach is Improving
rapidly.
Miss Annie Bancroft has returned to
her Bister's home In the White Hills.
Mrs. B. Workman and son. Henry,
returned from a visit with friends in
Flagstaff.
The farmers along the river are beginning to cut hay. The report a very
good crop for the first cutting.
The manager of the Winslow base
ball team has heard from the Ft.
and St. John's teams, and expect
to arrange a game in the near future.
The cattlemen along the river are
having a round up, consisting of the
,
following boys: Frank Krentz, A.
Mr. Burkett, Si Perkins and Homer Creswell.
E. A. Sawyer and City Clerk E. J.
Wolff have started for the Lesser &
Sawyer sheep ranch. Mr. Sawyer reports feed in fine condition, although
water somewhat scarce. Mr. Wolff is
having a short vacation and thinks the
trip to the mountains will be a rest.
Mothers lose their dread for "that
terrible second summer" when they
have Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild
Strawberry in the house. Nature's specific for bowel complaints of every sort.
Win-gat- e

Fin-low-

Yon ran hardly straighten tip, the
buck feels so sore.
There's a chance
that it is kidney "trouble," and that

very 111 for the past month and whose
life was despaired of, is now well
enough to get out on the street. His
many friend in this and Yavapai counties will be pleased to learn of his recovery.
Fred Brown has completed his well
at, the old homestead on South Front
street and now has enough water to
supply a plantation. Three large faucets are kept running on the trees
night and day without diminishing the
supply. The well has a depth of 120
feet and has filled up thirty feet with

water.
Arthur P. Davis, of the government
geological survey, is making a preliminary survey for a canal from Bull's
Head to a point in Mohave valley
below the town of Fort Mohave. The
canal will pass through the high mesa
back of Hardyville and will reach
about 50,000 acres of the finest land in
Arizona. The building of this canal
would open up to settlement this large
tract of land and be the means of
the population and taxable
wealth of the county many fold.
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THE ECONOMIST

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Clothing or Groceries But Everything

Shoes,

In

the

Dry Goods Line.
Agents for McCall Pattern. All Patterns 10 and 15 cts.
Mail Orders Solicited and Filled Same Day at Received.
OUR SPECIAL SALE OF LADIES'

SHIRT WAISTS START8 IN ITS SECOND
TIONAL LINES ADDED TO THE 8ALE OF

WEEK 'WITH

ADDI-

blood-makin-

If

Ladies' Shirt
Waist Suits,

glands, purifies the
blood and relieves
the kidneys from
clogging
impurities.
"I feel il my duty to

WASH SKIRTS,

let you know thnt I
have recently ndvied

with kidney and
Madder disease to try
vour 'Golden Medical
Discovery.
write frank Start. M. I)., of
Untonm. Fayette Co.. Texas. "He bought four
bottles from our druggist here, and after he had
used the first bottle he began to improve. Sometimes he was uiinble to walk ten steps; now he
can ride any horse without any pain 19 his back
and he looks as well and sound as a young hoy.
His age is only 38. He has sn tiered' for nearly
three years, aud several other doctors called the
case incurable, but I had confidence in Dr. R V.
Pierce's tisilden Medical Discovery. I have been
ottered one hundred dollars several times al
ready for my kind advice, but t would not accept
It because f want everybody to know what Dr.
Pierce's famous medici" can do.
"This testimony is absolutely true, and the
reason I haven't mentioned the young gentleman's name is because he don't want to have
bis name published."

BADARACCO'S

SUMMER

Ladiet'

Shirt Waists

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY!

a young
Kentlrnian
who was suntTing bad-I- v

Ladies' Shirt Waist Suits
BARGAIN NO.

Waists and Skirt,

1

'

Consists of either a grey, red or blue Chambray
to match. The skirt tucked lengthwise with a

wide flaring flounce
only $2.25
BARGAIN NO. 2 Consists of blue or red Chambray 8ults, trimmed
,
with white pique
s
only $2.75
BARGAIN NO. 3 Consists of assorted colors Striped Chambrays,
BKirts made with deep flounce, blouse trimmed with bands of plain
Chambray. reduced to
$3.00
Balance of our Wash Suits, made of Chambrays. blouse linen, linen
batiste and colored linens; 8 styles to choose from; some embrqldery
trimmed, some trimmed with lace, some tucked all over; all put fn this
$5.(10 Suits, now $3.75;
sale at greatly reduced prices, as follows:
$0.00 Suits, nov $4.25; $7.50 Sfcitts n this sale
; .$6.50

Separate Wash Skirts
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.
Made of Pique, Colored Chambrays, Colored Linens, Cotton Coverts and

Linens.

'
'
SKIRTS Linen Striped and Linen, with blue bands
65c
Plain l inen skirts, also linen skirts with straps of same
$1.00
Linen Skirts, lace trimmed or tucked all over. $1.50, $2.00, $3.00 ana v
$3.50
White Skirts, made of Pique and Duck; some made embroidery trimmed, some with straps only ; a big
line to choose from, at $1.50, $2.00, $3.00, $3.50 and..
-$5.00 each
..,Kimonas and Dressing Sacques, a big line to choose from, made of Lawns and
variously trimmed,
at
....50c, 75c and $1.00 each

LOT

price

Consists of White Lawn Valst. collar attached; to close out,
each.
,

1

C5c

LOT 2 49c for values up to 75c, In Percale,. Madras, Dimity, also
white open worked effect, made "with tucks and p Teats; a big bargain,
to close out, only 49c.
,
LOT 3 75c for values up to $1.25, In White Lawns with lace and embroidery trimming; Chambray embroidery trimmed. also 8olld
Colored Chambray with embroidery insertion; Striped Madras, Gibson
style; some amongst these worth up to $1.25; take your choice only
75c.

LOT 4 98c, consists of 5 styles of Colored Waists and 3 styles White
Waists, with allover lace and embroidery trimmed fronts, and figured
striped and dotted Wash Waists, many lace trimmed, others tucked
allover, some strapped and pearl button trimmed; values in this lot up
to $1.75; take your choice only $1.00.
LOT 5 Consists of 8 styles of Waists. 4 colors and 4 white; values
up to $2.00 and $2.50; White Lawns, Silk Chambrays. Mercerized Madras and Dimities, lace insertion trimmed; white, pinks, blues, linens,
stripes, dots and solid colors; choice $1,25.
i

Linen Waists,
LOT 6 Takes In balance of our stock of Colored Waists, such as our Mercerized
Mercerized Chambray and Silk Ginghams; also 3 styles White Waists, made open front or back, trimmed
with lace or embroidery insertion; none in this lot sold for less than $2.60; Choice, $1.50.
LOT 7 Takes in all our Fine White Lawn Waists that sold up to $3.00, open back or front, lace or embroidery trimmed; some lace yokes; take your pick in this lot, only $1.98.
LOT 8 Includes all our White Waists that sold at $3.50 and $4.00; open back cr front, trimmed with
lace and embroidery, in handsome patterns; Sale Price, $2.50.
LOT 9 White Lawn Waists, open front or back, trimmed with lace and embroidery; also allover
tucked Batiste Waist, long and short sleeves; values In this lot worth up to $5.00; Sale Price only $3.00.
with lace
LOT 10 Takes in all our finest White Lawn, Silk, Linen and Silk Batiste Waists, trimmed
and embroidery medallions; also allover embrolderv. values in this lo up to $7.50 each- taKe your choree
of any, $3.75.
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Subscribe for The Citizen
SHE

Boys' & Youths Clothing

'

king Powder

THE ECONOMIST

The Economist

is something which
it is dangerous to
neglect. The liest
medicine for disease
of the kidneys is
Dr. Tierce's Golden
Medical Discovery.
The use of this medicine has resulted
in some remarkable
cures. It increases
the activity of the

How to Avoid Trouble.
Now is the time to provide yourself
and family with a lottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. It is almost certain to be
needed before the summer is over, and
.f procured now may save you a trip
WILLIAMS.
to town in the night or in your busiest
From the News.
season. It is everywhere admitted to
Accept no substitute for "Golden
Mrs. D. F. Phelan left for Flagstaff be the moist successful medicine in use Medical Discovery." The sole motive
where she will visit for a few days.
for bowel complaints, both for children for substitution is to enable the dealer to
Mrs. J. M. Baumgartner Is enjoying and adults. No family can afford to be make the little more profit paid on the
a. visit from Mrs. Harry Van Alen, of without it. For sale by all druggists.
ale of less meritorious preparations.
Ash Fork.'
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets stimulate
HOLBROOK.
Mrs. M. Salzman and son, Maurice,
the action of the sluggish liver. They
took their departure for Albuquerque,
should always be used with " Discovery "
where they will visit friends and rela- From the Argus.
when there is need of a laxative.
Ghuey
Winslow.
to
Louie
went
tives for a few days.
paid
M.
a
Winslow
Zuck
F.
visit.
Earl Harrison has resigned his posiflees will be in full bloom next month.
A. E. Maupln was in from the canyon
tion as engineer at Challender for the this
Judge N. G. Layton Is visiting at
week.
De Mund Lumber company and left for
Phoenix this week.
up
was
Winslow
Zuck
from
to
Frank
Los Angeles, where his wife was reA few cases of whooping cough are
see old friends.
ported as being very sick.
among the little children of
reported
Sheriff
in
Winslow
been
Secrist has
Comrade R. K. Farnsworth circulatFlagstaff.
ed a paper to raise funds for the pur- most of the week.
Charles Canall. the long distance telCounty Recorder McAllister
has ephone
man, of Wlli.ams. has been in
chase of a flag, which will float to the been
in Winslow this week.
breeze from the pole on Front street.
town
week.
this
Stevenson of Adamana, was down
The size of the flag ordered is 12Vfcx25 onAlbusiness
Miss Frazier, who has been teaching
week.
this
feet, and it is expected to arrive here
the Flagstaff public schools, left for
There was a number of government in
during the coming week.
her home in the state of Washington
up.
freighters
Thursday
loading
in
A letter written by Maurice Hahn to
Ghuey Is painting his building to spend her vacation.
the Prescott Prospect, states that Prof-Fran- andLouie
giving
it a general overhauling.
From the Sun.
Watkins, well and favorably
R. C. Creswell, the hustling livery
Mart Gavin had his foot badly
known here, died at St. Agnes hospital
man,
busiwas
on
Winslow,
of
here
crushed in vne machinery at Greenin Los Angeles last week. Frank was
ness.
law's mill.
a thorough gentleman and an excellent
Attorneys A. E. Jones and E. S.
L. D. Yeager returned with his bands
musician. He made many friends here Clark,
busion
Flagstaff,
were
of
here
of sheep from the winter range in the
who regret his untimely death.
ness.
Salt River valley.
Mrs. Pickrell, nee Miss Alice Rhode",
Mr. Ten Eyck is taking a few days'
The Arizona Lumber and Timber
who now resides in Los Angeles, stoplay
off
holding
is
and
Miss
Tarr
the company received an order this week
ped off on her way home from a visit
position
during
down
absence.
from New York City for six carloads of
to Albuquerque to spend a few days Retired Commissaryhis
Sargent Burkel bevel siding. One carload was shipwith old friends. During her stay she came in and
Apache,
where ped some time ago as a sample of the
left for Ft.
was the guest of Mrs. A. R. Kilgore.
he will take charge of the Post ex- company's product, and resulted In the
Mrs. Pickrell was formerly one of the change.
present order.
efficient teachers in our public schools.
J. L. Hubbell, the genial Indian traFrank D. and B. R. Eaman. of DeW. L. Harris, who for the past few
bus troit. Michigan, arrived recently and
years has run the games at the Cabi- der, of Ganado, Ariz., was here on buswill remain during the summer. The
net, severed his connection with tne der, of Ganado, Ariz., was here on
He went to Aiuuquerque from young men are nephews of the well
house and left for New Mexico to look iness.
known stockmen. C. B. and T. H. Eamup a new location. The games were here. Morgan
came in from Show an. Frank D. Eaman is an editorial
We
immediately reopened by Leavengood
He went to Ash Fork and met writer on the Detroit Free Press.
and Adams, who also have charge of Low.
his wife and baby who were returning
The J. M. Dennis Lumber company
those at the Keystone-Monografrom Phoenix.at Rhoades. have rebuilt their box
District Attorney Alfred Ruiz, of factory, which was destroyed by Are.
Filthy Temples In India.
Apache county, came down from St. New machinery is being received and
temcows
defile
Sacred
Indian
otten
Johns,
left for Phoenix, where ho installed, and in a few weeks the facples, but worse yet is a body that's po- will seeand
his daughter who is in school tory will be running. The sawmill is
by
constipation.
permit
Don't
it.
lluted
there.
running full time and everyone about
Cleanse your system with Dr. King's
B. R. Johnston, a typographical tour- the place is busy.
misNew Life Pills and avoid untold
ist,
of New York City, now engaged In
The fire department was called out
ery. They give lively livers, active making a trip around the world, stopbowels, good digestion, fine appetite. ped over a couple of days this week twice during the week. The first call
was to put out a fire at the Cook buildOnly 25c at all druggists.
and made this office a call.
ing, adjoining the Pioneer drug store.
o
had gained some headway, ou
KINGMAN.
No good health unless the kidneys The Are
was promptly extinguished by the Pioare sound. Foley's Kidney Cure makes neer
hose company. The other blaze
From the Miner.
the kidneys right. Alvarado
was a stable and corral on the Toler
Kingman Elks have declared their
lot. near the railroad track, and It was
trip to the Needls off. The warm
allowed to burn. Both fires were said
weather of that climatic resort had terFLAGSTAFF.
to have been caused by sparks from
rors" to even an Elk.
the Santa Fe locomotives.
William T. Williams, of Cerrlllos, From the Gem.
New Mexico, was in Kingman a few'
Mrs. David Tate, who has been very
From Hot to Cold.
days ago, on his way to Gold Road. sick, is reported by Dr. Brannen. the
Dysentery is prevalent everywhere
He will enter the employ of the Gold attendant physician, as convalescing.
Road company.
If there is any dependence in rumor in summer and is due to miasmatic
Charles Ziemer, who has been so a number of candidates for county of-- poisons, and begins abruptly with in j
flammation of the mucous lining of the
large bowel. In America the disease
is common, but properly treated does
not result as seriously as in the tropics. Perry Davits' Painkiller is the best
known remedy and the most efficacious in the treatment of dysentery.

YAL

THE ECONOMIST

GARDEN

Just North of the City Limits.
Open day and night. Bar supplied
with best of liquors and cigars and ice
cold bottled beer. Ball and concert
every Saturday evening, and concert
every Sunday afternoon. Bowling alley

At Your Own Figure

free to visitors. Lunches served. Garden has swings and nice shade trees.
Everybody invited and good order
W(

Now is Your Chance to Buy Cheap

Not That Kind.
never try to be sensational and

only know one way of doing business,
and that Is the legitimate way. Our
price reductions on clothing ere made
because we are overstocked. Only this
and nothing more. Simon Stern, the
Railroad Avenue Clothier.
We make the best door and window

4--

Menkes CleacTk Breocd
With Royal Raking Powder there

is no
the
of
hands,
the
sweat
with
no
mixing
brow. Perfect cleanliness, greatest facility,
sweet, clean, healthful food.

screens. They are far superior to any
made In the east at the same price.
AHitiqijerque Planing Mill company, A.
T. Telephone No. 463.
o
Deming has a magnificent school
system.
- O ii
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents,
o
Deming! Have you been there? If
not. you should get there for the big
sale of lots on the 17th of this month.
a
Tin, galvanized iron and copper
work. Albuquerque Hardware
Deming,
of Luna.

cuokiiig
Willi

ii i i,is

Scni
j our
full

patron.

irvo t
or.tai

tvtty

car4

Jltil.

ria: ium aoMOf

Alum is usrd in somettakiar powders and
in most ol the ocalid phosphate powders, because it is cheap, and makes a
cheaper powder. Hut alum
corrttsne
poison which, taken in food, acts iniur-loul- y
upon the kiouuch, live and kiUucya,
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co , we wiuuui r

,

u
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MANDELL &

GRUSftLD,

Until the first of August on account of dissolution of the firm.

Boys' long pants suits
Boys Linen 3 piece
Suits.

the seat ol the n.w county

$S.OO

for

All $11.00 for

READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
ROSENWALD BROS.

Children's Blouse

just been incorporated.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
o
Keep your y ou Deming.
Children entertained by Miss Newell, 228 North Walter.

Suits

o

L

All $3.50 now."
All $5.00 now,

SrssTNam'

An

13 00

8.50

$2.25
$3.50 All

for

"

6.25

By's

3 Piece Suits

$6.75

All $5.00 and $5 50 now

$8.75

All $3.75. $4.00
All $5.50, $6.00

.,..

$9 75

$l7.0i for

$12.50

.,e

$7. 75

all $10.00 for

Youth's Clothing

All $2.25 and $2.50 suits for. . .$1.25 All
25c
All Linen Pants 35c for

Deming water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.

Deming has

Th? ' Rcal r:ikcr an J Tastry
over
Cook " com'.uiumir
aiuatle
nxM pra.iicu ami

AT

and
and

$3.75
$4.25 now. .$3.00
$6.50 now. .$4.50

Boy.g 2 piece Suita
All $3.00 and $3.25 now
All $400 and $4.50 now
Al!5.00 and $3 50 now

$2.25
$3.00
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a Cough
It'sgetsJust
your lungs sore

THE GRAND CANYON.
-

OUEENSWARE.

.

that
and weak
paves the way for pneumonia or
Nowhere in the World Has Its Like and
consumption, or both. Acker's English Remedy will stop the cough in a
Been Found or Seen.
day and heal your lungs. It will cure
.iaIIXIEIXCAll and see our
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and
all throat and lung troubles. PositiveAN EDITOR'S OPINION.
ly guaranteed, and money refunded If
not satisfied. Write to us for free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo. N.
& Co., and B. H.
The following la an extract from an Y. J. H. ORielly
published In the Woodland, Ca., Briggs & Co. '
article
BLANKETS,
INDIAN
hArWPAINTED CHINA
Home Alliance, by a member of the
CARVING) SETS,
Notice.
Passenger
ICE CREAM FREEZERS,
association,
California
Having been In business at "The
which visited the canyon a couple of
PlCTURtJ,
COOKING) UTENSILS, '
Iceberg" two years, where I have
weeks since:
CUT GLASS,
HAMMOCKS,
a good trade, I an now reluctWilJourney
we
our
Pursuing
reach
CHAMBtR SET8,
MEXICAN DRAWNWORK,
liams, where we leave the main line antly compelled to move Into I new
quarters. My patrons, to whom feel
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS,
DINNER SETS,
and take the Orand Canyon railroad grateful,
and the public generally, wi:i
JARDINIERES,
to the canyon's rim. It Is a three
INDUN POITCRY,
find me established In a rew days at
over
low
hills
occasionand
hours'
ride
MEXICAN HATS.
al gulches, through Coconino forest, my new place, No. 212 West Railroad
one of the natural parks peculiar to avenue, in the building formerly Ioccuwhere will
Arlzano, forests of pine, free from pied by S. E. Newcomer,
undergrowth. The air Is light and endeavor to please my old patrons as
well as new ones.
agreeable temperature, always
STEVET BALLING.
and the Journey Is a novelty
We
a
delight.
hotel
arrived
and
Co.
at
B.
the
McGaffey
A
"Successor to A.
Bargains at the No Name
at the head of the Bright Angel tra'l Some of the
Store.
216 WEST RAILROAD AVE
Wednesday at 10 a. m.
OPEN SVENINGS.
Table oilcloth, 20c yard.
cansign
or
was
no
hint
of
There
the
Good envelopes, 5 cents package.
xxrxxxxxxxxxcoccxx
yon until we found ourselves right upLunch baskets, 5c to 30c.
most
scene
on Its rim. The
unearthly
Glass tumblers, 30c set.
upon,
to
too stupendous
ever looked
Glass water pitchers from 20c to
bedescribe In words. A vast chasm
50c,
fore which one stands with neither
4 ball croquet, 80c.
speech nor language, feeling as if a
fi ball croquet,
Furniture,
$1.10.
slide had been suddenly withdrawn,
Hammocks to suit all tastes, both In
... fiiOAK.?
us to look Into another prices
permitting
Crockery,
and quality.
;
world. The scene was so different from
You should see our 10 cent glass
expected
so
we
had
what
unlike
Graniteware,
ware counter.
that we had ever seen. What 116 West Gold avenue.
seventy-fivus
spread
out
was
was
before
'
e
miles of the canyon, a chasm thirP. J. Harrison and family arrived
top.
loo'
we
As
wide
at
teen
miles
the
yesterday from the east. Mr. Harri
Squares,
across from the top on which we stand son Is a fine horse shoer. He comes
but
nothing
see
side
to
and
the other
to fill a position In Shlnick's shop
Mattresses,
Intervening space, we Instinctively where he will make a specialty of
'
a
see
we
draw back. .Looking down
fine horse shoeing.Springs,
great trough eighteen miles wide and
I
Zelger's Cafe free lunch tonight.
New and Second from 5.000 to 7,000 feet deep, or having Everybody
invited.
depth of nearly one mile.
a
Household Goods Butvertical
It la not straight and regular like
McSpadden
Transfer
The
a trough. For before us is every form
company
have moved 139
conceived,
man
ever
of
architecture
Sizes-$3.0- 0
pianos since January 1, 1902.
and many he never made use of. Caso
tles and domes, great walls and battleA fine free lunch at the Whke Ele
ments, turrets and amphitheaters, too
vast to compare with anything ever phant resort tonight.
seen. Looking down into the great
Strawberry Ice cream at the Colum
depths below we catch a glimpse of the
Coloraao river which looks like a tiny bus hotel tomorrow.
stream, although It is 300 feet wide:
On
trail below we' see what ap
CLASSIFIED ADS.
v
Albuquerque N. M. pearstheto be two small pasteboard box117 Gold Avenue
es, but what are really two large tenta.
All classified advertisements
Note
The willow trees about fifteen feet
New
tents,
like or rather "liners," one cent a word for
look
surrounding
high
the
Hand
grass. After viewing all this It Is im each Insertion. Minimum charge for
possible to realise the Immensity and any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
wonderful depth of the canyon until In order to Insure proper classification
you go down Into it and see the river, all "liners" should be left at this ofwhich is still hundreds of feet deeper fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
than the canyon. Those who have vis
FOR RENT.
ited the Yellowstone and Yosemlte,
say that they, wonderful as they are In FOR RENT Airy, cornfortable rooms
precipices, are babies besides the peerat Casa de Oro, wuh board. Call at
613 West Gold avenue.
less gorge, and some go so far as to
say that twenty Yosemites would be FOR KJNT Furnished room. Mod
,
ern conveniences. Mrs. M. K.
lest In this Immense gorge.
501 South Fourth street.
With the building of the branch from
Williams, came an Influx of visitors FOR SALE First class work and driv
and now hundreds of visitors stop over
ing horse and road wagon. Call 519
and make the trip to the canyon. Th!s
North Second street. A. E.
makes Williams the coming town of
canyon
Is FOR RENT
Arizona. The travel to the
Large furnished rooms,
growing to such an extent that It will
over postoffice, 10 a month.
be necessary to run at least two trains FOR RENT
brick house, fur
a day each way this summer. AIT vis
nished, to responsible party or paritors spend time and money there.
ties. Corner South Third and AtlanThe town has now a population of
tic avenue. Apply on premises, to
2.500. elevation 6.750. Its principal re.
J. D. Torlina.
sources are lumbering, mining and FOR RENT Two story brick house at
stock raising.
516 North Second street.
Modern
O. W.
house, all Improvements.
CLUB..,.
&
Strong
ST. CECELIA
Sons.
FOR RENT Front furnished room.
Mrs. H. C. Orear, 114 North Walter
Delightful Program Rendered at the
street.
Meeting Yesterday.
RENT Large cool rooms for
The following program was given at FOR
light housekeeping. 524 West Railthe meeting of the St. Cecelia club
road avenue. Rent reasonable.
yesterday afternoon at the studio of

INTERESTING
NEWS -

'

LAMPS

IN ADVERTISING IT IS AT ALL TIMES. OUR AIM TO INFORM
OUR .HEADERS OF SOMETHING WORTH KNOWNG. IT IS NOT
OUR OBJECT TO FILL OUR SPACE WITH MANY WORDS AND
VAIN BOASTS, WHICH CAN NEVER BE SUBSTANTIATED.
TODAY'S NEWS SHOULD PROVE EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING, FOR WE BELIEVE YOU HAVE NEVER HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF OF SUCH VALUES AS WILL
HOLD SWAY A i' OUR BARGAIN COUNTERS DURING THE NEXT

d

J.

XT'

W. MAEETTE,

WEEK.
READ THIS CAREFULLY. THERE ARE MANY MORE ITEMS
WHICH SPACE WILL NOT PERMIT US TO MENTION.
Tailor made suits before taking your summer outing you will need
one we offer while they last, your choice of any suit In the house for

exhll-laratln-

'.

$12.50

This includes some of those beautiful $27.50 garments. The price
we asiv Is less than the cost of manufacture.
Thomson's Glove Fitting and F. C. Corsets, H. & W. Corset waists,
85c
they sell for $1.25; sale price
Triumph Guaranteed Silk Gloves that sell for 75 cents; the Bale
50c
price
$3.00
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $4.00; sale price
$2.50
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $3.25; sale price
$2.00
"Gusher" White Lawn. Waists that sell for $2.75; sale price
"Gusher" White Lawn Waists that sell for $1.50; sale price .......85c

BORRSDTIILE & CO.

nny-thin-

Tinware,

e

Art

WE HAVE FORTUNATELY RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT
, ,LVET RIBBON (SATIN BACK) WHICH 'WILL BE SOLD AT
SALE PRICES.
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO AVAIL YOURSELF'OF
'
SUCH UNHEARD OF BARGAINS.

OF

139

ron Beds All

ROSENWALD BROS.

Up

.Household .Goods on

Easy Payments.

House Furnishings,

A

0. W.

and Second
Goods.

STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers and Embalmers
Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Superintendent

Just Demand

For Recognition

Both 'Phones in Our Office,

201-2-

11

North Second Street.

Gat-lin-

a tough proposition;

in meat. Severe measures: have to be
taken with the cuts that come from
some 6hops but never from ours. We.
handle only prime stock, and our'
steaks, chops, etc., are always tender
and juicy as can be. Quality guaran- teed. Full weight likewise.
Prices
low, too, despite trust combinations.
Choice roasting beef and the best of
steaks. Leg lamb, veal, pork and pouJ-tr- y

MOD

STA

Havana Cigars
2 for 25 Cents

Flesher & Rdsenwald

0m9m9

YOU KNOW YOU

also.

Wm. Farr

Mrs. Mabel Himoe:
FOR SALE.
F. Von Blon
Emporer March
Rose Harsch
FOR SALE Good saddle and driving
Harriet Kunz
horse. Will be sold cheap, if taken
Orth
(a) Cuckoo
at once. 206 West Gold avenue.
Orth FOR SALE A two story frame house
lb) Bed Time
Hilda Grunsfeld
of eight rooms, with hot and cold
Gullmant
water, bath and other modern con
Chansor d'Enfant

Rebecca Pearce
venlences; splendid outhouses; lot
ground 100x142 feet. Inquire on the
Gurlitt
the Spring
premises of Mrs. H. J. Rehder, No,
Catherine Strlckler
Caprice Espanol
Beaumont
611 South Broadway.
Helen Anderson
FOR SALE A good paying business
Mendelssohn
Allegro
reasons for selling. Address letter
I). this office.
Relna Grunsfeld
Behr FOR SALE Several
homes
Polka la Relne
CAN
DO
Helen Anderson
and city lots. These are bargains
Susie Dobson
and must be seen to ta appreciated
Krogman
Slumber Song
No trouble to show property. See
Maude Hale
Jno. W. McQuade.
A RoBeoud
Beiderman SMELTER PLANT FOR SALE Com
Rachel Allison
plete smelting plant at Chloride, N.
. ... Schumann
Knight Rupert
M , consisting of water Jacket stack.
pow
Grace Borradaile
100 ton daily capacity;
Splndler
Butterfly
er boiler and engine and all neces
Susie Dobson
sary machinery and appliances to
Minuet
make plant complete and up to date.
Luthy
Estelle
Everything practically new In op
Mendelssohn
Confidence
eration less than thirty days. This
Lisa Diackmann
will be sold at a great bargain for
Lange
Valse Champetre
only a fraction of Its cost. For fur
Harriet Kunz
ther Information, address. John- A.
Schubert
Trio March Heroique
Lee, Albuquerque, N. M.
Reina Grunsfeld
WANTED,
Estelle Luthy
JUST CALL ON US AND SEE HOW VERY LOW PRICES WE
Lisa Dleckmann
operator, who
Telegraph
WANTED
Nevin
Barcharetta
HAVE AND ON WHAT EASY TERMS YOU CAN BUY.
can till out his time with commercial
Amelia Fowles
Apply to or address
office work.
ALBUQUERQUE,
John Mocker. Belen, N. M.
A. D. Johnson has received another
Five young men from Ber
NEW MEXICO.
shipment of those wire tree protectors WANTED
nalillo county at once to prepare for
The fact that it takes two months to
positions In the government service.
get an order filled U proof of their pop
Apply to
Corres. In:5t.(
ularlty. Send in your order before the)
Cedar Rapids. la.
coooooooocoooooexxx
are all gone.
WANTED A girl at the Viaduct can
dy store. Call at store, corner of
Or
at
The
the
dance
Second street and Coal avenue.
cheatrion hal tonight.
WANTED Woman to do hand ironing. Imperial laundry.
This evening, at the White Elephant
a line free lunch will be served, to WANTED To buy or rent a second
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
hand fire proof safe. Address M,
which everybody cordially Invited to
partake. The White Elephant la one
this office.
WANTED Agents, town and county
of the city 8 nicest resorts.
work; cash weekly.
International
New Location,
I'nder new management the MetroNew Stock,
No. 4570 Gray street, Dennurseries.
politan resort will set out for its pat
ver, Colo.
rons a grand free lunch tonight. Ev- WANTED A Girl for general houseExperienced Druggists,
erybody invited.
work. Inquire at 301 South Edith
street.
to Postoffice.
Come and be refreshed at Scott's lee WANTED Good live man or woman,
popular
cream parlor. All
flavors in
to take asency for Washington Life
South Second Street
cooling drinks and Ice creams.
Automatic 'Phone 225.
Insurance company In their own
community.
No expense and big
(XOCOCOCXXOOOCOOOOOOC
Cordial Invitation extended to old
profits if you work. J. H. O Rielly,
customers and visitors to partake of
general manager for New Mexico
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of the free lunch at Zelger's Cafe tonight
Ruppe's drug store open ah night,
and Arizona, Albuquerque N. M.
o
,
every night.
all kinds. Albuquerque Harwara comIf you want more than your money s
pany.
worth get your dinner tomorrow at
MISCELLANEOUS.
o
Let ua figure on your plumbing, Al- w
Mrs. .dyers' on South First street.
unfor distributing samples.
tmnueraue Hardware company.
PAID
Denilng
CASH
are
Agricultural lands In
Send stamp. American Distributer,
Free lunch tonight at the White
surpassed for fertility, production of
Kansas City, Mo.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
fruits and vegetables of all kinds.

MAKERS.

Brockmeier '& Cox,

By

HAVE A

I

GARDEN HOSE
LAWN MOWERS

bea-tic-

Meyer-Helmun-

..!

I

118

Qold Avenue.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

Moths!

Moths!

The Insidious moth will soon begin
his work of destruction. Head him oft
with a liberal use of camphor moth
balls, etc. Have you a particular fur
garment which you value highly? Then
pack It in one of our moth and dust
proof bags. It will be sate and sound.

d

-

BUGGY AND HARNESS

,

J.

Korber

Geo. B. Williams,

& Co.,

C0CC0000

PAGE & VOORHEE-

'V

Next

.

S-

Inter-Stat-

Rerry-Devln- e

PRESCRIPTION
117

DRUGGIST.

West Railroad Avenue.

e

E. J. POST & C
C. F. MYERS

and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE.
Automatic

Refrigerators
White Mountain

Freezers
Ice Tongs, Ice Picks,
Ice Chisles.
Best Grades of Garden Hose

',

t

.
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DISTRICT COURT.

IN

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Builders' and General Hardware
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS
HINERS

TENTS

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUEPLANlNGAULLCo
Manufacturers of

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures, Wood Turn
ing and Mill Work of all kinds to order. MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

403 SOUTH FIR5T STREET.
DECORATIVE
EFFECT
la a most Important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooches, pins, etc., are of that high art
and quality found only in jewelry of
the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD,
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A. T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S. F.

PELTIER BROS.
Plumbing: and Heating.
8 206

West Gold Avenue,

U NIVERSITY

Albuquerque, N. M.

ZEIGER CAFE.

In progress at the university and although some of them were quite hard,
the students all fared very well in the
final issue.
All the seniors succeeded in making
all requirements and two were granted
certificates by the faculty, although
they have not allied themselves with
the class. Miss Lillian Huggett will
receive her diploma for having completed the preparatory work of the
school, and Miss Nora Tanner, who a
number of years ago took the commercial course and then went to Arizona,

Music
Invocation.

Scripture Reading President Tight.
Music Solo "Father in Heaven,"
(Luigi Luzzi). Mrs. T. J. Shinick.
Address Rev. A. M. Mandarlari, S. J.
Music "Fantalsie de Auber," (for
violin and piano). (DeBeriot), Andrew
Axelson and Mrs. Mabel Stevens
President's Announcements.

Music Duet "Ave Regina" (Adam)
Mrs. T. J. Sainick and Miss Anna
Armijo; Mrs. Himoe, accompanist.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Benediction.

FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars

0OTOX3C0000OtD0
K)0OeX)0K00K)eO0

Still a Growing
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and in order to do so we are
offering tho very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE & SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
As to teas. Everyone knows that we keep the, very best to be had
,

"America," Audience.

Himoe.

QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

la the territory.

NOTE S.

This week examinations have been

p. m.:

OX30000ty3OOOCC0O0C

,

important Ruling by Judge Baker on
the Exemption Laws.
Judge Baker this morning heard the
appeal in the matter of the estate of
Manuel Padllla of the administrator
who was heretofore removed for 'failure to file a report within ten years.
Francisco radilla was appointed. Probate court was reversed and the form
er administrator reinstated.
In the case of Seldomridge asalnst
Henderson, the court ruled that ex
emption laws do not exempt personal
earnings for claims for necessaries of
life furnished.
In the appeal of Mrs. F. L. Albright
from disallowing a claim against the
estate of H. L. Warren, the probate
court was sustained.
In case of claim of Mrs. A. Dolton
against A. Simpler, administrator of
estate of N. C. Dennett, deceased, for
$380 for service rendered in doing
housework at home of Dennett for several years at $2 per week, the court, on
trial of the case, held claimant entitled
to recover only for period or six
months immediately prior to deced
ent's death, for which an express con
tract was established.
In matter of claim of JosepMne J.
Guiterrez against esta'te of H. L. Warren, an appeal from probate court, the
court on motion of the administrator
of the estate of H. L. Warren, gave
Judgment of dismissal of the claimant's claim, on ground that the claimant had not within the time required
by law, made claim in probate court.
In case of replevin brought by Inez
Rodriguez against F. Cornette. for cer
tain trunks delivered by defendant, the
court after hearing the evidence rendered judgment against defendant and
iiondsnien, holding that he was entitled
to hold the property under his claim of
innkeeper's lien.
B. I,. Kempenlck vs. De La Luz Chavez. Judgment In favor of defendant
and bondsmen for $03.36.

has since completed the work through
correspondence and will receive the
diploma from that department.
The senior class bps been decorating
Colombo hall today and the class colors are distributed everywhere. The
hall looks very pretty.
The baccalaureate exercises of the
University of New Mexico, at Colombo
hall. Sunday, June 8, 1902, at 3 o'clock

Orders from the outside solicited and
promptly attended to.

,

.

.

Sad Death.
Mrs I.. B. Baxter, mother of Mrs. F.
Folsom, wife of night yardmaster of
the local Santa Fe yards, died at her
daughter's home at 230 North Walter
street at 5:30 o'clock yesterday after- noon. Death was caused by urigiu b
Mrs. Baxter came to Albu
querque from her home at Emporia
last Tuesday in a very ieeuie condition, hoping that the change would afford her some beneht, but the long
Journey was too severe, and last evening the end came. She was 60 years
t aro nnrl tho mother of four children.
all of whom are living. The deceased
was a devoted memiier oi tne congregational church of Emporia and a lov- -

What Is the Use

of suffering from Indigestion If you eat
what you want, cr of starving yourself
to avoid such distress? Acker's Dys
pepsia Tablets taken after eating will
digest your food perfectly and free
you from all the disagreeable symptoms of indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
what you want at any time and take an
Acker tablet afterward.
Positively
guaranteed. Your money will always
be refunded if yot: are not satisfied.
Write to vn for a free sample. W. H.
Hooker ft Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. J. H.
O Rleliy ft Co., and B. H. Brlggs & Co.

W. Railroad Ave

who live In a hot climate, are always exercising their Ingenuity
In devising cool and unique floor
coverings, which the whole
world takes advantage of.
We are In receipt of very

is requested.

H. H. T1LTON. Potentate.
L. H. CHAM BERLIN, Recorder.

BUSINESS LOCALS.
Economize by trading

at The Econo

Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
work. Whitney company.
No tuberculosis preservaline or col
oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.

handsome Japanese and China
Mattings, also Floor Coverings'
of all kinds, fro mthe best looms
In the world, that we are selling
at the lowest prices. Look over
our stock before ' purchasing
elsewhere. We can save yon

Kleinwort's Is the place to get your
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
meat.
Demlng has an abundance of water
for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build In Dem'.ng. Your

rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
the Investment.
Orders taken for every known make
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
Demlng is a great health resort
has no superior in climate for the cure
of pulmonary troubles.
Look Into Kleinwort's market on
North Third street. He has tho nicest
fresh meats in the city.
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
Wlison sewing machlues. Albert Fa- ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Why buy high priced lots when you
can get them cheap in Demlng now,
with certain advance assured?
We carry tne largest variety of linoleums and oil cloths in this city.
Albert labor. 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng ueeas one hundred new
houses to Bupply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand continues to grow.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
205 South
First street, over the
Hyde Exploring
Expedition store,
give
is prepared
thorough
to
scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin aud Improves
the complexion, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff ad hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial. the also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to be
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
aud minces the teeth clean and white.
It is highly recommended by all first
c'ass dentists. Also a face powder, a
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
purely vegetable compounds Give her
a trial. Automatic telephone 490.
A. B. Weaver, 307 South First street,
has the largest stock of New JJexico

GROSS. KELLY&CO.
(Incorporated)

1

BDIISALE
it it ii

MM

GROCERS

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meats.

money.

"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Qrain
and Provisions.

Carrie
lh Larg-esand Hoc Kxtaaslve
Stock et

?f

Staple Groceries

apsclalty.

Car lot

found

outhwact.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque
MM

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U.

DEPOSITORY

S.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
,

To-pe- ka

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president: Frank McKee. cashier:
- A" B. McMillan.4
Ij'H.'T.'Raynolds,;;-- 3. Joshua S.

FOUND A HOME!

city. Have him do your
developing and finishing.

& SON,
Jewelers and Opticians.

S.VANN

views-id'th-

Messrs. Qirlckel & Bothe, proprietors
of the Zeiger Cafe, extend a cordial la
vitation to their many friends to at
tend the grand free lunch at their pop.
ular resort tonight. The chef of the es
tablishment says the spread will be
ready about 8:30 p. m.

REMOVED NEXT

TO POSTOFFICE.

o

Dissolution of Partnership.
The firm heretofore existing under
the name and style of Balling Brothers,
doing business in the city of Abuquer-que- .
Native and Chicago Lumber.
New Mexico, is this day dissolved
deby
havmutual consent, Simon Balling
Mr. Baxter, the husband of the
AL"AV9c.
ceased, and father of the bereaved ing purchased the entire interest of Sherwin-Willia- ms
ehtera will arrive from Steve Balling In the concern.
I Wears LongSASH, DOORS,
BLINDS, PLA8TKU
Beet
Looks
More!
Covers
SIMON BALLING,
Emporia tonight. Tomorrow night he
est I Most Economical I Full Measure I LI UK, CKMKNT, GLASS, PAINT, Kt(S
STEVE BALLING.
will accompany the remains to Em
Albuquerque, N. M., May 31, 1902.
poria, where tney wui resi iu m im
First 3treet and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
Uy burying ground.
One of the finest lunches of the seairvhr,
unit family, of Las Vegas son will be served at the White Elespent yesterday in the city visiting phant resort tonight.
F. McSpaauen ana ramuy. air. rvn
Water Consumers.
i
on omrlnpor running: between Las
Water tax is due, payable between
Vegas and Albjiquerque and with tela
family have Deen visuing ior me pasi 1st and 5th of month, at office of underSAMPLE AND CLUB BOOM.
month in California, iney conunuea signed.
WATER SUPPLY CO.
their. Journey homeward last night.

J. C.

BALDRIDGE
Paint Building Paper

ii-i-

J R TJavnnlds. president of the First
Everybody invited and expected to
National bank, returned to his home at attend grand free lunch at the Zeiger
Las Vegas this morning, after a short Cafe tonight.
stay in the city.
Just received, another Invoice of
Notice.
$10 to $32, all good values;
I
notified
that also an Invoice of Brussels carpets,
The public Is hereby
any
debts lare curtains, rugs, etc., at prices that
will not be responsible for
contracted by my wife, Lizzie Clarion. defy competition. Futrello Furniture

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

I ST.

ELMO

JOSEPH BAKNETT. Prop.
ISO W.

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

'

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
utomatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 5.

company.
LOUIS CLARION.
EngA cordial invitation is extended to
New
Xydias,
Anthony
of the
land bakery, has the best arranged and everybody to attend the grand free
prettiest ice cream parlor In the city. lunch at the Metropolitan tonight.
Mr. Xydias not only has lee cream the
best, and of all flavors, but also has
the finest bread and pastry in the
city. Mr. Xydias takes a pride in havDealer in
ing: the best that can be made, regardless of cost and feels confident that
everyone who tries his place will be
life loug customers.

S. MICHAEL

jFine Watches,

Fine Jewelry.

o

fine time promised to. all who will

Repairing done promptly and by
attend the Herry-Devindance at the skilled workmen.
Orchestrion tonight.
325 South Second Street.
-Houses at
m"--'
""i'a.-v.
Highland Buffet.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI
A. J. Robertson, proprietor of the
Highland Buffet, extends an invitation
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
Fe
to the patrons of his pleasant resort
ETA, N. M.
to visit him tonight and partake at tiis
expense a fine free lunch. The best of
ORCHESTRA.
liquors handled and served to custnm- o
Mr. Daniel Geib. clarionett.
Scott's ice cream parlor open all day
Mr. George Craig, piano.
Sunday. Strawberry, banana, vanila
Mr. Chas. Neeilham, cornet.
M.
and lemon cream. Ice cream soda,
William P. Cook, trombone.
any flavor.
Frank Fuller violin.
Board and lodging $7.50 per week. Transportation of guests free of
Are prepared to furnish music for
A lunch, lit for roytlty,
lie
will
charge, from Glorietta and return. Located in the famous trout fishing secserved by Qukkel & Bothe at Zeiger's I alia, parties, etc. Satisfac tion guarCate touight. Everything eatable free. anteed and music the latest. Address
tion of the Pecos forest reserve. For particulars address
FRANK FULLER,
n
If you are going east do not forget 317 South Fourth street, teacher of
get
to
some
Dr. WILLIAM SPARKS,
violin, cornet, drums and all brass
N. M.
souvenirs at A. B. Wea
ver's, 307 South First street.
A

e

Santa

LOCAL UNDERTAKER

COMflERCIAL

SANTA FE PACIFIC

RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDING.

&9Q9(tt,9nm9mm9e

Pacific Shops'

MAUSARD'S MILLS

The Mountain House,

I

CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor

WILLIS, N.

Prop., Willis,

j

Ingenious Japanese

o

00000000X)X003

if

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

Shriners, Attention.
There will be ihe regular monthly
meeting of the Shrine next Monday
evening at 8 o'clock, at Masonic hall.
As this will be the last meeting before
the summer recess. A full attendance

mist.

!

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

TH

A. J. MALOY, 214

FABER,

ALBERT

J

THE LARGEST AND BEST MILLS IN NEW MEXICO A
FLOUR AND BRAN IN CAR LOTS A SPECIALTY
$
u
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Notes
Gallup, Ccrrillos NeWsy
From
and Bland
Exchanges
sitlon in the boarding house at

GALLUP.

J. M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED

Wood- -

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

ury.
School closed last Friday and now
the scholars are looking for "good

From the Republican.
Edward Hart returned from a business trip o Arizona.
E. A. Klngsley, supervising engineer
of the briquette plant, returned from
Denver.
Mrs. Sehald and her nephew. Quail
Herron, will move to Trinidad. Colo.
The Ire machine at Fort Wingate
will be sold at publir auction June 12
to the highest bidder.
Misses Murphy and Mclntyre left for
Trinidad, where they will visit rela-

1888.)

times ahead!"
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, who spent sev
eral days here last week, has returned
to Albuquerque.
Thus far the Golden Cochiti has
een blessed with good rains, which
puts the ranges in fine shape.
Mrs. Hank Ritter and Miss Mabel
Routledge visited Mrs. William Jones
at the Peal Valley ranch.
Miss Eola Diamond, who has suc
tives during the summer vacation.
cessfully taught the Bland school for
The game of ball between the Clark-vili- the past few months, will go to wood-burABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAl ILLO COUNTY REAL ESStars and the Giiison Grays
to Join her mother.
In a score of 19 to 11 in favor of
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
TATE
Dr. T. W. Grace returned from King
Clarkville.
away he visited Cali
man, Ariz.
hile
INSURE
YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
!rofes8or Larkins and family left fornia points and says he had a "hot
purpose
spending
or
of
RATES.
the time" on his trip. He will remain here.
the
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
here
" Dear Mrs. Pinkham :
My professional work has for the past
Bummer vacation In the Pakotaa.
Mrs. William Griffin and daughter.
AND
ENTIRE
CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
In
the Miss Alice, left for Santa Rosa, where twenty years brought me into hundreds of homes of sickness, and
Marshal Winders was bitten
leg by a savage bull dog owned by
AND
they will Join Mr. Griffin. Many friends I have had plenty of
opportunity to witness the sufferings of wives
Kennedy. The dog was killed.
regret their departure, but are glad to
W. T. Henderson, of -e Republican, know that they will again return to
who
mothers
and
from want, ignorance or carelessness, are slowly
returned after a pleasant week spent Bland.
at Needles visiting his relatives, Mr. Messrs. Ash and Hawley, of Madrid, but surely being dragged to death, principally with female weakness
MANAGER OF
and Mrs. L. V. Root and family.
passed through town en route to the
I believe you will be pleased to know
One Elmer Legone, a hobo printer Sulphurs, where they expect to spend and irregularities of the sex.
from Arizona, was given five days'
that Lydia E. lMnkham's Vegetable Compound has cured
month or more.
work on the streets by Judge Welsh
While cutting wood at Buckman, J. more women
than any other agency that has come under my notice.
for drunkenness. His right name la H. Overhuls had the misfortune to cut
Next Door to First National Bank.
said to be Curlln.
I lundreds of women owe their life and health to you
off two of his toes. His many friends
and, thereCorn, to Sergeant and Mrs. Herman sympathize.
New Telephone 222.
Jones, a daughter. Sergeant Jones Is
Last Friday night a team belonging fore, I can conscientiously advise sick women to try it." Marguerite
In tue Philippines. Mrs. Jones Is living to the Cochiti company was driven
St. Omer Briggs.
with her parents on South Third over from Albemarle by Al.'Munkers
street.
and hitched in front of J. G. Creager's $5000 FOKFKIT IF THE AIJOVE LETTER IS NOT GENUINE.
Hank Crawford, the freighter. Is en- store. While he w&s in the store the
"When women are troubled with irregular or painful menstruation,
gaged in moving a large boiler belong- team broke loose and went home, leav- ing to H. Neumann, from Fort
Ing Mr. Munkers to leg it over the hill. weakness, leuoorrhci'a, displacement or ulceration of the womb, that bearing-to Neumann's saw mill, twenty-fiv- e The rig sustained no serious damage.
down
feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, flatulence,
milea south of Guam.
general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, they should
Gregory Page, proprietor of the Ice
Cochiti Mines.
rememlwr there is one tried and true remedy. Lydia E. Pinkliaiu's
plant, shipped a car load of ice to
W. S. Sandon has struck free gold in Vegetable CotniMHind at once removes such troubles.
Winslow. He has contracts to supply the Independent, Peralta canyon.
No other medicine in the world has received such widespread and
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN
Winulow and Fort Wingate with Ice
George Ostrander was over trom unqualified
endorsement. No other medicine has such a record of cures
this summer.
the first of the week, Joshing of female troubles.
Peralta
Kef use to buy any other medicine.
Mrs. Cade Selvey and her daughter. with the boys. He informs us that he
Miss Laura, passed through here from has sold a half interest in the North
Mrs. Pink ham invites all sick women to write her for advice
Ios Angeles. They will spend a few land mine to W. F. Cobert and that 8he has guided thousands to health. Address, Lynn, Mass.
..
days in Albuquerque and will return they are taking out ore right along,
to Gallup for a short visit with rela- which will be treated at the Woodbury eight
hours late today, which caused other service at the Baptist church,
tives.
mill.
of this city considerable except Sabbath school, for six weeks.
the
residents
Rels Is getting a little
recently
parties
who
The Colorado
giddy In his old days. He opened a box took an option on one of the district's Inconvenience with only one train a
Pound Sale.
day.
of California cherries and finding the beBt properties, evidently knew wnai
It Is reported that a popular young
At city hall, one roan mare, 5 years
name of the young lady who put them they were about and will show their gentleman
of this city in the drug bus- old: one Borrel horse, 2 years oid, and
up, wrote her that If she was as nice eood sense by investing here. They
iness will leave the 12th of this month branded F; one buckskin mare, brandas the cherries, she could start for claim to be well impressed with the ad to
will be sold Thursbe married to a young lady in Vir- ed M. D.,
Gallup at once.
vantages of the district and we believe
They will make their future day, 10 o'clock a. m.
R. P. Bechaud, manager of the Colo- the trade will be consummated within ginia.
THOS. McMILLIN.
home In this city.
We carry a full stock of Manttou, Apollinaras and Hunyadl waters;
rado Supply store at Trinidad, Colo., a veiy few days. Good times ahead.
City Marshal.
spent a day here with his family and
With the completion or tne wooa- you
If
cordials and bitters of every description. Agents for Lemps' St. Louis
a good complexion use
o
returned to Trinidad the next day, Mrs. bury mill, the early erection of an im- - Moki Tea,desire
agent
&
pure
Wheeler
nero
sole
a
for
We
acts
are
drink.
It
beer, and also for Mt. Vernon Rye Whisky. Picnic parties can find a
Bechaud and the children will visit nienKe t) ant by the Navano company on the liver and makes the skin smooth Wilson sewing machines, the best on
relatives in Los Angeles for a couple and the invasion of the district by Col- and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
full line of canned goods, cheeses, etc. In our Retail Department will
of months.
orado capital, namely, the Stratton and 50c. Money refunded if it does not avenue.
be found the finest assortment of liquors In the city.
people and the Tellurlde Keaucuon satisfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker &
o
Spring Fever.
company, will come me greatest wave Co., Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J
received a large shipment of
Just
Spring fever is another name for bil- of prosperity ever known to sweep It. O Rielly & Co.. and B. II. Brlggs &. Japanese and Chinese matting. Albert
GOODS DELIVERED TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.
Faber. 305 Railroad avenue.
iousness. It is more serious than most over any portion of the territory. Good Co.
people think. A torpid liver and inac- times ahead. Bland Herald.
o
No. 107 S. First St, Albuquerque, N. M.
NEW TELEPHONE 265.
Chronic bronchial troubles and sum
tive bowels mean a poisoned system.
world
prcparntions simply devel
that
remedy
in
the
one
Onlv
may
follow
coughs
quickly relived and rpRryinjr
be
mer
can
II neglected, serious illness
nr.
dry
at once stop ichiness of the skin cured by Foley's Honey and Tar. Al- - which catarrh ; they dry tho secretions,
such symptoms. De Witt's Little Early willany
adhere to tho
and decompart of the body; Doan's Oint- varado Pharmacy.
Risers remove all danger by stimulat In
pose, causing n far more nerioua trouble thaa
ing the liver, opening the bowels and ment. At any drug store, faO cents.
the ordiu.uy form of catarrh. Avoid all dry.
cleansing the system of impurities.
VISITORS ON THE PECOS.
ing iuhulituU, fumes, smol.es and snuGa
SILVER CITY.
Safe pilla. Never gripe. "I have taken
and use that v.Uich cleanses, soothes and
DeWltt's Little Early Risers for torpid
Reported
Be
Fishing
to
Good, heals Ely's Cream Kalm is such a remedy
Trout
It
liver every spring for years," writes R. Base Ball Game Tomorrow cattle- and will cure catarrh cr cold in the head
the Fish Being of Good Size.
M. Everly, Moundsville, W. Va, "They
men Report Ranges Dry.
pleasantly. A trial size, will be
H. U. Mudge, general manager of the easily and 10
do me more good than anything I have Special Correspondence.
mailed for
cents. Ail druggists sell the
Fe railway, and Secretary of COe.
Santa
ever tried." J. H. O Rlelly & Co., ana
size. Ely Brothers. r( Warren St , N.Y.
Silver City, N. M., June 6. A base State Clark, of Kansas, are enjoying
B. H. Brlggs & Co.
The Balm euros without pain, docs n.t
hall game is scheduled to take place an outing on the beautiful upper Pecos
at Athletic park next Sunday after They arrived at Winsors ranch on irritute or ennso sneezing. It spreads itself
CERRM.LOS.
PRESCRIPTIONS !
over an irritatnd and a:iry i;u;'f.ico, relievnoon between the Silver City Maroons Tuesday.
innnediately
ing
the
painful
infininmation.
Is
contest
Deming
The
team.
and
the
Mr. Winsor was in Santa Fe buying
From the Register.
With Ely's Cream Balm you are armed
Interesting supplies.
Misses Anna Hull and Cora Bryden expected to be quite an very
He says that the river is In
Mutual Telephone 143.
jinflt Kasal Catarrh, and Hay Fever.
evenly
are
teams
both
as
one
came in from Las Vegas.
fine condition and that the catch of
Albuquerque.
fight
for
honors
will
hard
and
matched
Morgan Jones has gone to the Jemez
trout this season thus far has been
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
as this is their first game of the sea most satisfactory to visitors, the fish
a few weeks outing.
niountains
Railroad Avenue and Second Street.
U. C. Uptegrove went to Las Vegas son.
being above the average in size. SevMINING ENGINEER.
The commencpmnt exercises of the eral one and a half and two pounders
for a few days' visit with relatives.
Born, last Tuesday morning, to Dr, territorial normal Bchool of this city have been landed. Last fall Mr. Wlnso'
V. V. CLARK,
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 108
and Mrs. Barker, a boy of regulation closed yesterday when the graduation secured 500,000 rainbow trout from the
weight and size. Mother and son do exercises took place at the school government and paced them In the West Gold avenue, .n.tuquerque, N. M.
Specialties Reports, surveys and maps:
building.
The graduating class this stream near his place. He also placed plans
ing well.
and reduction works; mines and
Mrs. Thomas Hull returned from Las year consis.ed of thirteen and they ac- 1.000 of these in the big lake on the mining; investments; second hand mining
machinery;
custom assaying and analysis.
Vegas and is staying with her parents, quitted themselves exceedingly well.
Baldy.
These
eastern slope of Mount
Mrs. Baylor Shannon, of cimon, Ari will provide great sport in a year or
Mr. and Mrs. R. Green.
OSTEOPATHY.
A bridge gang under the direction of zona, is visiting ner sister, airs. a. . two.
city.
of
Goodell
this
here
stationed
been
D.
E.
Stansill has
Dr. Conner.
The Ashenfelter residence in the
for the past week working on some of
Warning.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
complet
city
is
portion
of
the
northern
Kirkville, Mo. Lung trouthe bridges near town.
If you have kidney indication or blad- of Osteopathy,
and all chronic diseases a specialty.
The loard of town trustees held a ed and ir. Ashenfelter and family wll' der trouble and do not use Foley's Kid- bleOffice,
Whiting
building, rooms 21 and
soon
return
they
as
as
move
into
it
im
very busy session in which several
ney Cure, you will have only yourself S3; Automatic telephone, 164.
portant matters were disposed or. m from California.
positively
it
as
for results,
The "Princess Bonnie" opera, which to blame
DENTISTS
J. Dague was appointed marshal, and
all forms of kidney and bladder
arrangements were made for collecting is being rehearsed by local musicians. cures
Pharmacy.
Alvarado
diseases.
of
on
stage
7th
the
My dental office will be closed until
the dog tax. and for suppressing the will be put on the
o
dangerous practice of throwing Btones this month.
June '22. E. J. Alger.
OF
WORSHIP.
PLACES
daughter,
Mrs. Jo. E. Sheridan and
on the streets of the town.
LAWYERS
Within the past two weeks more Miss Lillian, who have been visiting
Lead Avenue Methodist church, corthan 120 worth of damage has been relatives In California for the past four ner of Lead avenue and Third street,
Bernard S. Rodey
done to the vacant property owned by months, are expected home the latter C. A. Bunker, pastor Children's day
VV, Albuquerque, N
ATTOH.N
r..'ii. C. F. Easlev in the south part of part of this month.
'
mM,
"
exercises at the Sunday school hour. M. Prompt attention given to all business
Z
Cattlemen report that in some local )9:45;
town, by two or three boys who have
pertaining
to
profession.
the
Will pracpreaching at 11 o'clock followed
wilfully and maliciously smashed the itles the ranges are very dry and that by reception of probationers and mem- tice In all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.
n
window an d otherwise injured the some of the old cows are dying. The
ill! i:
by letter; special Ep worth league
buildings. This kind if work is a dis recent rains, while very heavy In some bers
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theatre the nation may teach lessons
to those who come to their senses too
late or were prevented by poverty to
take advantage of the instruction offered In oar countries high schools. The
theatre would not teach algebra or
liefs, which, if lived up to. would Latin, no! Hut do you not acquire a
change the world. They were not ten sense of morality in your high school
able In Froehel's time; nor are they yet education? Yes. and and you all agree
accepted In the lull sense necessary with me that there is more algebra
to world reformation; but the Ideas of and Latin acquired than this sense of
brotherhood and unity embodied in morality. So I strenuously uphold that
Froehel's kindergarten, have strong, the stage has a work to do which no
ne
roots that will nourish and other force can accomplish.
valley.
After the orchestra had rendered sustain them, until justice in the spirit church does good and has had an Im"Sunshine in January," Rev. W. A. of Christ shall govern the nations of portant part in the progress of civiliL. the earth.
Cooper, who took
zation; but the church does not. reach
After the reading of the above inter- the masses it does not teach the
Bradford Prince's place as a member
This is not such a terrible
of the hoard of regents, stepped for- esting paper on "The Kindergarten," hordes.
ward and delivered the invocation. Mrs. Thos. Brannigan sang as a solo, world and Utopia Is not bo far off as
some think.
This was followed by an overture from "One Morning, On So Early."
We need a little more patience, a
the orchestra, and then
Extract from Thesis "An Exposition little more charity for all, a little
of the Theater," by Theron Catlin more devotion, a little more love; with
Extract from Thesis "The Kinder-garteBennett followed:
less bowing down to the past. We need
Its Origin and DevelopIn our digestion and appreciation of a brave looking forward to the future,
ment," by Miss Elizabeth Foster, as
the present we seldom revert to origin. with more confidence In ourselves and
Follows:
In fact few of us are interested in the more faith in our fellows.
opened
century
When the Nineteenth
Is not that what ministers of the
Bchools were in a most deplorable con- origin: but we are satisfied if we acgospel have cried for centuries?
dition. Schoolmasters were Ignorant cept the present.
The theatre is place where the sense
The theatre as we know It today
and brutal, believing In the old adage,
religious origin, it was in of morality can be taught. I am not
"Spare the rod and spoil the child." had a purely
into details to show how
The teachers were taken from the Greece (100 years before Christ. Odes to trycanto godone;
god this
be
but I emphasize the
ranks of the broken down. Failure in were chanted at the festival of the
refer to
everything else had always the re- Dionsis who was the diety of vegeta- fact that it can be done. I Sheldon
editorials of Uev. Charles
source of school keeping.
Charles tion and giver of earth's increase. the Topeka.
Kas.. who says that "the
Dickens has given us vivid pen pict- The chief sacrifice offered on this oc of
theatre must become the nation's
ures of the horrible conditfon of the casion was a goat, so these odes were
English schools, and those of other called goat songs, tragodia, hence our school to teach to you and me a higher
tragedy. This performance was sense of morality." Also watch fot
countries were on a par. This system, word
people, some articles in the magazine from Hran-deof schools, con- participated in by
or rather
Mathews, Coliimnia's retorician.
the participants of the God being
tinued until about the middle of the of
extensively on this question
ceutury, when the reformation move-me- known as Selenvl, who were of comic He writes
be found
began. It resulted from the ef- shape in body having horses ears and and one splendid article may
In the August number, 190(1. North
were
mainades
also
the
There
tails.
men.
earnest
a
few
of
forts
anil
One generation after another pro- women who were clad in the skins of American Review.mayThe thoughts rub
become the
of today
duced an educational reformer, each goats or fawns, who clashed symbols, theories tomorrow,
ion cannot build a
succeeding educator basing his princi- waved torches and garlands, beat bish of
ples upon those of his predecessor. hand drums and blew shrill flutes. Chinese wall around the human intel
the lect. Hence for me this proposition
Prominent among these were Pestaloz-z- l Such ecstacy of worship broughtDionhas no terror. If good, the people in
and Froebel. They saw the need of vine to be the chief attribute of
change in the schools and sought a ysus, and wine became useful In stim- time will accept it; if found otherwise,
way to accomplish it. Pestalozzi be- ulating this necessary part of the rit- they will in time reject it, and in tills
lieved that it could be done by sympa- ual. So Dionysus ultimately grew to as in all else affecting the welfare of
thy between the parent and child; and he the god of wine, known in Latin as the race, it is safe to trust the good
sense of the people
by a system of discipline based on Baehus.
The public is not always right, but
This performance had as many acts
love. Froebel took the principles of
Pestalozr.i for a foundation, and upon as there were changes of masks, which it is right oftener than anyone else.
The theatre as a teacher of morality
these he Imilded his own reform. He seldom exceeded three changes. Plots
gave his whole strength to the work grew slowly and finally Euripides as a means to the end. which end is
Utopia. I say that the theatre as this
of the cuild's early years, and was es- wrote a complete narrative, the
means Is In its infancy. It is being
In 438.
pecially fortunate in the name he gave
These same Greeks traveled through tried In Kansas City. Chicago and the
to his system, "kindergarten, mean
ing literally a garden of children. In the vi'lages and sang lively choruses states of Central America. Whether
nature's garden, plants expand and in honor of their harvest god. Ineselthe teacher as a teacher of morality
grow to best advantage under the choruses were called komodia village is one of the great world's altar stairs
warmth of sunny skies and the quick- songs, hence our word comedy. Com that slope through darkness up to God.
ening power of genial rains; for moth- edy was propagated In Greece, but it as its advocates sincerely believe; or
er nature knows well under what con- was not nourished like tragedy in whether the slopes tends In the oppoditions she gains her best results. In Greece. Comedy was nourished in site direction as its detractors assert.
Froebel's garden of children, thought England and France; but It was not P. is not my purpose to inquire now
is growing, intellect unfolding, and perceptible till the crusades in the for time and time alone can deter
character forming under the quicken- eleventh and twelfth centuries, when mine,
ing power of loving instruction, and mental activity began in all branches;
Under the Immortal declaration of
careful direction. The gardener stirs In commerce, politics and the arts. the fathers of our republic, as well as
acThus began tragedy and comedy, the under constitutions and laws, this is
the soil, to give the sun and air free
cess. The kindergarten stirs the child's first two elements of the theatre.
a land of liberty filled with liberty lov
In the Instructive pages of Mr. Mau- Ins people, who hate oppression and
mind to action by her interest in his
little world, her sympathy quickens rice Albert we can trace the propaga- love fairness and justice. Hence the
growth in all his powers, and the
tion of two more elements, the opera theatre as a means to teach morality
being expands under this influ- comique and the melodrama.
Mr. and lift the nation to a higher plane of
ence as a flower opens in the sunlight. Albert traces the steps by which the progress and education may be up
The kindergarten was the result of showmen came first from exhibits of held or opposed precisely under the
much patience, diligence, and fore- walking, then they speedily broke out same rights and under the same public
thought; but more especially was it the Into song and dance; but the showmen duties
expression of a deep and true love for relied upon acrobatics as an ImportSir Walter Scott long ago recognizchildren. Pestalozzi was without doubt
ant element In the delight which they ed the theatre as a means to Utopia
the originator of the idea; hut he lack-oi- l gave to those who paid to see their as the end. He wrote. "I know of no
the ability to express his thought performances. These performances calling that so purifies one's character
in action. He had already established were main features of a fair held at that gives an opportunity to raise the
u school In a small German village, different seasons in Paris. When the standard of morality as that of the
when Froebel conceived his idea of fair outlived Its usefulness and was stage." God bless the stage and Its
teaching. Having long admired
abandoned, more than one of its thea- people, for It has the nation's destiny
scheme of education as well tres was firmly established on the bou- in its hands.
man
of
the
intellect
as the brilliant
levard, to remain to this day the home
".ne Colored Major." one of the
himself, Froelx-- l became his pupil and of melodrama, born nurtured and most
soul stirring marches, was then
teacher
wilb
the
lived in close touch
brought to maturity in the fair.
by the orchestra, followed
rendered
years.
two
This
and his principles for
From the same primitive song and by
a
was
wonderful pupil of Pestalozzi's
dance in the same kind of variety
great lover of nature, and this love show in the same hundred years (18th-llithim.
brought little children nearer to
centuries), was developed the op- Abstract of Theis "Zaragucra," by
He taught school for some time, but era comique, not merely the comic opMiss Elizabeth Coleman.
felt that he was not accomplishing era which is often only buffoonery and
The
action of the two act comedy
bewhat he onght, and he was restless
glitter, but the finer form of which "Zaragueta." Is supposed to be of the
cause his undertaking was not larger. "Crown of Diamonds" may be taken as present day and take place In the
While occupied with other things, his the type and of which "Mlgnon" and house of Don Indalecio, a wealthy far
f noughts still dwelt with the little
"Carmen" are later examples. Hut mer of the province of Salamanca. He
and he sought some way of
the opera comique it is true is not and his wife. Dona DoloreB, are the
them. His own early life had been wholly the child of this folk theatre of guardians of the orphan cousins. Ma
bo desolate of love, and so lonely, that the fair, but there was another child, ruja and Carlos.
Dona Blasa is the
he strongly sympathized with child- the child of the comedie Italiene, a sister of the village priest and Is quite
so
means
of
wrongs.
lack
The
hood's
folk theatre established in France to
her son, Pio, to marry
crippled his early endeavors, that they afford shelter for Italians driven from anxiousDr.forSaturlo.
the country physic
some
for
worked
He
iscem failures.
their native country. The banished ian, and Zaragueta, the money lender
should
system
a
that
evolve
yars to
put music to Improvised com- of Madrid, from whom the play take3
rmhody his principles of education, Italians
ic plays, which bcame known as the its name, completes the cast of char
is
what
brought
forward
finally
and
"Comedia dell' Art!," These Italians
now, known as the Froebelian system. in their primitive opejra freely mingled acters
The play opens with the lady Qf thu
The
kindergarten.
Out of this grew his
their
and
dramatics,
with
acrobatics
and her niece, Maruja, preparing
house
inspiname came to him almost as an
while soaring on some high a room for the reception of Carlos
ration, and so long as there are little clown
tone had to turn somersaults aa weil who has written them of his severe id
the kindergarten will be a as
crack Jokes. So the origin of the ness in Madrid and of the necessity
memorial to Froebel.
in Italy, as many presume, is for his removal to Paris for surgical
Py studying nature and humanity opera
Some Italians were connected operation. Don Dolores and Don lnda
I'roebel came to the conclusion that false.
it, but it was under French sup- leclo, who by the way is a great gour
the development of children and plants with
port, in France, that these Italians mand, go to the station to meet their
were analagous. He saw that a plant helped
to propagate the germs which sick nephew, who coming by another
could he lent into any shape and train- ultimately
grew into opera.
way misses them and finds only his
ed to grow In any way. when young,
We now know the propagation of all cousin, Maruja, and the servants at
liiit later on. it would break under
which gave to us this ulti- home. Upon entering the door Carlos
training and could be changed only the elements
growth our present theatre. Let and Maruja embrace and when Carlos
with difficulty. Under his interpreta- mate
summarize.
reaches the center of the room feigns
tion of creation, the laws of growth usThe
tragedy, or goat song, and come- a weakness and faints upon the shoul
and development that govern plant dy, or village
songs, through purely re- der of Maruja. who cries: "He has
life, govern child life. He believed the ligious
originated in Greece fainted. Help! Help:
What shall
early years to be the educational (Jieo yearsmotives
Christ but comedy di" we do? Hear up!" and Gregorla, the
period, most vitally important to the not developbefore
till fifteen centuries later servant, says: "At least you will have
whole aftergrowth; and he sought, in
England.
the pleasure of dying In the arms of
nature's garden, to learn the secrets of in The
i your family."
melodrama and opera were
The servants rusb out
the springtime. Life is motion; growth,
of Fi ance, horn at the annual in search of doctor and uncle ami aunt
directed motion; interest creates spon- fa'r ti of
Paris, uud these children were whereupon Carlos strangely revives
taneity, and strength results from
ago,
and becomes himself again to the
unity. Childhood Is a period of intense not limn until loo years growth?
Is it great surprise of Maruja, to whom he
What Is this ultimate
activity; so Froebel planned the plays,
detrimental or beneficial to the
says:
the gilts, and the occupations.
of civilization.
"Maruja. dear little Maruja. cous:n
Environment prophesies the future;
Wm. Dean llowells says: "In the of my soul, if I should reveal to you a
1iUiren, whose surroundings are brurarely rise above this stage civilization is greatly concerned most profound secret, would you be
tal or degrading,contrary,
those brought for the morals and education of the capable of keeping it?'
level; on the
"Well,
should say so."
up where nature's beauty and sweet- public are directly influenced by this
is fast becoming recThe
"You are the only person In whom
ness are never lost siht of. have a ait.
upon the I can confide. I need some one to helj
tendency to rise to higher levels and ognized as a direct influence public,
So nie. My condition, believe me, in most
and education of the
grander things. "The child is father morals
say that the play house should be- serious."
the man" and men make nations; come
a national institution, run by the
by the spirit
"Not so bad as that Carlos. You are
tins rise or fall, movedTeacher,
government
to teach those now reach- not so HI as you believe."
when
Great
The
mankind.
of
maturity, just as the government's
"Why. I am not 111 at all." says ('alon earth took a little child and set him ed
high school teaches the youth.
ios.
in the tnidbt of the learned ones, sayThe nation has an opportunity to do
"What!" exclaims Maruja.
ye become as one of
ing: 'Ex-i- t
mote for her people after they
"Why I have a bomb proof constitufhese." There ; no nobler calling still
It ave the nation's high schools
and tion."
than that of training little children.
"What do you mean?" asked Maruja
Voremost in this work was Froebel, universities. We have not learned it
who ranks as one of the world's great- all when we quit these educational astonished.
est educators, for while he took as a benefactions, and through the national "That Is the secret. Hear the list
basis the principles that had been advocated by earlier reformers, he added
many of his own, and elaborated a system that tends to make humanity better and stronger. He not only reformed the schools, but he brought out be-

The ninth annual commencement of
the New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, down In the productive Mesilla Park, took place Wednesday, June 4. Ittu2, In the McFie
hall of the main college Imilding.
It was at the hour of 11 o'clock, a.
ni. that President Foster, with the
faculty, graduates, and hoard of regents filed onto the rostr'um and took
seats, the hall having heen appropriately decorated with flowers and evergreen, prududs of the famous Mesilla
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which I have been making up on the
train and which constitutes the cata
logue of my Infirmities." whereupon
Carlos rea ls the list of his debts in
Madrid, which includes the butcher,
the baker, the candle stick maker, and
worst of all. Ion Hermogenes Zara
gueta. Sum total, 4.075 pesetas.
Well. Carlos in the end secures tne
help of Maruja to persuade their aunt
to give him 4.000 paetas, with which to
make the supposed trip to Paris.
Unfortunately, Dr. Saturlo happens
In and afte r a thorough examination
and diagnosis, proclaims Carlos well
and sound, except for a possible nerv
ous affection, and a strange brown
coating of the tongue, which, while
unknown to the village doctor, was in
reality caused by eating the chocolate
bon bons which had constituted the
sole food of the student since leaving
Madrid. The doctor prescribed vigor
ous exercise, absolute fasting, except
for sugar and water, which regulations
the anxious aunt rigorously enforces
upon the half famished student. Whllo
the aunt is gone In search of fresh milk
and the uncle is gone, Carlos conies

down from his room and Maruja regales him with a half chicken, boiled
ham. pickled trout, bread and wine.
She also relates the Ftory of how Plo
wishes he r to inform his mother. Dona
Blasa, that Carlos atld she, Maruja,
are engaged to be married in order
that he, Pio, may be free to pursue
his studies for the priesthood, unmolested by the Inslstance of his mother,
that he pay the court to Maruja. Maruja considers this proposal an absurdity, but Carlos insists In all seriousness upon its reasonableness,
whereupon ensues the delightful little
love scene, without which no story,
novel, play or experience is complete.
That night while watching over him
his aunt hears Carlos mutter in his
sleep the name of his bitterest enemy.
Zaragueta. In explanation to which
Maruja claims that Zaragueta Is the
nnme of Carlos' physician In Madrid.
Following the directions of Dr. Sat
urlo. Carlos goes out for a vigorous
wnlk, carrying gun and game bag.
While he is gone his arch enemy. Zara-manof his guardians the payment of
the notes which Carlos owes him.
Zaragueta has the habit of pretending
deafness to escape the reproaches of
his victims and the approaches of unThe fond uncle
profitable customers.
and mint, taking him for Carlos beloved physician, receive him with great
cordiality and Insist upon entertaining
him during his stay in their midst. Intent upon preparations in his honor,
they ueseend to the wine cellar, after
having given full Instructions to the
servants for dinner.
Zaragueta goes into Don Indaleclo's
study 10 write a letter to his sister. .
Carlos finds Maruja upon his return
and she informs him of the appearance
of Zaragueta upon the scene, to his
consternation and dismay. He determines to flee, but while Maruja goes
for the money needful for his escape,
Carlos changes his mind and decides
d

that Zaragueta shall furnish the

fugi-

He gets his gun and when Zaragueta conies in ho threatens him with
Imediate execution unless he forthwith

tive.

depart.
The servants and Pio enter as Zaragueta leaves and thinking Carlos mad
through a nervous attack, subject him
and throw him Into the wood room
and lock the door. Don Indalecio and
Dona Dolores came up and after great
lamentations over the supposed mad
ness of their nephew, lndelnclo runs
for Dr. Saturlo. Pio starts to the drug
store, Dona Dolores and Gregorla run
to the kitchen to make a soothing de
coction, leaving Maruja alone In the
room. The latter opens the door and
tells Carlos to run. She goes up stairs
and throws him his coat and a kiss
from the window. Zaragueta happens
back to Bee if the coast Is clear and
seeing Carlos and the open door of the
wood room enters the latter to escape
the former, whereupon Carlos turns
the key and enters an adjoining room
They all return with the doctor wao
prescribes a hydropathical application
as the best means of becalming the unsettled mind of the Invalid. Perico
brings the garden force pump and Plo
a tub of water, with which they, re
speetively, through the transom give
tlr miserable Zaragueta a thorough
drenching.
He enters and is exposed
by Carlos, who comes on conveniently
to make a climax and the whole re
Carlos
suits in a striking tableaux.
confesses both his debts ami his love.
Zaragueta is paid, the paternal bless
Ing is vouchsafed and in punishment
for Zaragueta's deception, Don Indalt
cio declares that he will eat alone the
repast prepared for Zaragueta. Let
them bring on the feast, and so say we
all of us.
After the young lady had been gen
erously
applauded,
Miss
Frances
French stepped forward and spoke the
following extract from Thesis on

Hugo's Development of th
French Novel,"
What Victor Hugo has contributed to
the French novel is admirably represented in his development of "Lea Mis
erables."
"His work Is the highest
point or the humanitarian tradition or
Fiench genius." The spirit of the woi
is prompted by a democratic conc-clinn of the ideal. The whole idea IS
modern. That he is a thorough student of sociology; that he understands
human nature, its emotions, its
its aspirations; that he is a
skillful workman in the dissection of
workings of the human heart, is
t!i
.
discerned by the reader of "l.es
M
Hugo gave direction to
and led whateve r arrangements were
greatest and most influential in the
generation of lM'.o ami identified it
with his own masterly and command"Victor

pas-sion-

y

ing

talent.

give in this a detailed account of
the plot, its complexities, its wonderful mechanism, its subtle skill in settling forth the contrast of e harae tei s, is
impossible Let us now look into the
character of Jean Valjean and see if
Vi' lor Hugo has succe eded in bring-ii.L- '
out some of the ideas which he
w ished to promulgate.
Ii is hard to imagine a e harae tT so
grand and noble and at the same time
so pathetic as that of Jeun v alje an
It .le an Valjean was an ignorant man,
The
he was not we ak minde d.
of t ! thoughts the questions and the answers which were
and examined In his mind, as
de.- - ribed by Hugo, are almost be yond
The force and
the human intellect.
strength of his decisions are some-- '
time's criticised as be ing bigoted and
untrue to life. Those who thus criticise him, to my mind, do not under
I

n

7

stand him. He had radical opinions,
'tis true; opinion which were new to
society in general. He hated the sham,
the hypocrisy which prevailed in
French society. He was pleading for
the unfortunates; for more humane
laws; he was pleading for a closer union of the moral and civil laws.
Since his infancy he was a street
gamin who had never heard a kind
word, nor received a friendly look.
When but a child he had to support a
little family of brothers and sisters. In
a moment of desperation. Impelled by
tne starving cries of his brothers and
sisters, he stole a ioaf of bread, for
which act he was Imprisoned nineteen
years. As a result of this unjust sentence a bitterness and a
spirit of revenge arose In his heart
which was only dispelled by the kindness of the good Bishop Myriel.
Tis
true he violated a civil law, but who
can say he violated an ethical law?
Had the courts looked into the soul of
their little culprit; had they felt the
responsibility of the future of that
small child would not the results
have been different? This loy, whose
only offense was the stealing of a loaf
of bread to satisfy the hunger of those
depending upon him. was hurled Into
prison with criminals of the worst
class; lived for nineteen years the
most plastic period of his life
in an
atmosphere contaminated by the presence of vilest degenerates. Could you
expect a plant, deprived of the sunlight
and the fresh air, nurtured In a poisonous atmosphere, to blossom forth Into
a pure and fragrant flower? Would It
not take some time to restore that
flower to Its natural condition? Is not
a human life just as delicate In Its
deep-seate-

mechanism as a flower? Does It not
equire just as careful nurture? Should
then we allow our youths to be put in
prison, where they come in contact
with evil men?
This is a question
which Victor Hugo brings before the
public. This Is the question which Is be
ing discussed by the sociological leaders of the day. In time, Jean, however,
through his own will power, turned out
to be a veiy good man.
et had he
been a weaker brother, the environments of his early life woiiTil have
molded a far different man.
One contemplates the stinly of Vic
tor Hugo's works with a certain degree
of tearfulness, so vast and so mighty
are they. "The Critic," says Hugo,
"has only to judge of the Intrinsic
goodness of the book, and not of its
conformity to certain
In my remarks and criticisms
ideas."
I shall attempt to follow as far as possible this principle.
Victor Hugo is a master in the lit
erary field. So nearly do the pages of
his novel touch upon all branches of
literary work that it can be truthfully
said that "l.es Miserables" contains ex
ample's of the historical, the narrative,
the lyrical, the dramatic, and the real
He has given rise to a style
istic.
which holds sway over the century.
As a rule, Hugo's paragraph arrangement is almost the perfection of clearness. The paragraph hi begun with
some indication of Its contents, it is
consecutive and keeps rigidly to the
point.
Victor Hugo's profusion of figurative
language is perhaps the most striking
monument of his originality and power. Figures of contrast are a marked
feature in his style. As a means of
special cniphasiH interrogation is a
large element in his mannerism.
"Among all the writers of mankind
Hugo is the one who has invented the
greatest number of similes, and those
the best c arried out, the most striking,
the most magnificent." Most of them
go to the making of his vivid powers of
description. For the battlefield, for
the appearance, of the individual, for
the description of character for
everything In fact that needs describing he finds an animated similitude.
"As a satirist he is direct, trenchant,
terrible, a swordsman whose weapon
draws blond at every stroke." There
was a certain amount 'of homeliness in
his satirical remarks.
His magnificent mastery of words
facilitate the giving of distinct foregrounds and backgrounds to his paintings. Take for example what is considered one of the finest descriptions
of its class ever written, his description of the battlefield of Waterloo.
In the book wherever description
lives, there the events move. We see
It all. Each scene Is present to us. The
characters live, too. Hishop Myriel,
apostolic as he may be, is no lay figure.
Jean aljean is a man of very real
Poor Fautlne, one
flesh and blood.
seems to know; Onset tw- very well; and
Marltis as a "Jeune premier" of a very

proportioned with reference to the
loads and stresses to which they
were to be subjected. As time passed,
the needs of man became more complex. Because of social advantages
and for his mutual protection villages,
then cities, were formed; and tor
means of communication and commerce railroads from place to place,
and bridges to cross rivers were necessary. Man's conception of materials
lioth natural and artificial and their
uses, broadened, and for every Increase In size and complexity of structures erected, consideration of available material was necessary.
Granite must be selected because of
Its durability; marble, for polish; and
wood, because of Its adaptability and
the ease with which it can be worked.
In no case could the question of
strength be left out, and the question
of economizing in the amount of material used Is of primary importance.
It is under the stress of quite modern nece3Eity, however, that the problem of using materials to the greatest
advantage in securing strength has
come to be of primary importance In
the mind of the designer, and today In
the erection of structures, and machines, no matter what other objects
are in view, the designer must consider to what straining actions they are to
he subjected, the amount of material
necessary to resist this strain, the safest material to use, and the best disposition of It. The simplest method of
ascertaining the strength say of a
bridge or boiler Is to apply to It a
greater testing load than It will be expected to carry when In actual use. Before a bridge Is opened to general
traffic It is tested by running loads, or
a train of locomotives over Its whole
length, and before steam :s placed in
a boiler it is put to a hydro-statitest
greater than the indicated gauge readtesting of the boiler. This method of
ing though In use today as a guarantee
of safety, does not give the engineer a
true knowledge of what the bridge will
actually stand; nor does It make htm
acquainted with the different physical
and chemical properties of the materials used. In other words, the Information acquired by this class of testing docs not give all the specific information desired. It is the desire for
this specific information to aid in construction that has led engineers to
study small specimens and to determine what effect different mixtures or
varying compositions will have on the
strength of materials, and the ma
chines used to determine these
strengths are called testing machines
There are two objects In view In any
test one is scientific, the other comIn scientific testing the ol- mercial.
ject is to determine physical constants.
to And out the density, the elastic
limit, the yield point, and the coeffi
cient of elasticity of a material.
The object of commercial testing Is
to determine the quality of a material
used In any special construction. For
this purpose samples are taken from
different portions' of the stock, and
tested by methods approaching the
scientific as nearly as practicable.
Whether the quality meets the de
mands of the specification is determined by testing. It Is because of this
fact that a great variety of testing machines are coming into more general
use. The consumer tests the product
to see it it meets the required demands;; the manufacturer tests the
raw materials. In this way higher
tandards in construction works are es- tablished. Thus, a practical knowledge
of the properties of materials Is es
sentlal to the mechanical and civil en
gineers of today. On their Judgment
depends the welfare of loth consumer
and producer. Even the public at
large are concerned; for the safety or
the structure built Is also In their
hands.
The object of this thesis is to test a
few of the building materials used in
New Mexico; such as wood, brick,
rock, cement and others. The tests,
about eighty in all, were performed on
an Olsen testing machine of 60,000
pounds capacity.
In order to give an
idea of how these tests were carried
out a portion of that section on tests
dlf-fere-

c

of bricks will be given.
During late years there has been a
decided increase in the amount of
brick used in building construction,
clue no doubt to tho fact that they are
practically indestructible, either by the
action of the weather, the presence of
acids 'n the atmosphere, or by fire.
Moreover, they can be made any size,

are

light,

and

consequently easily

handled. Bricks are made of a mixture of clay and sand, or a silicate of
This sometimes contains
aluminum.
grandfath
type.
royalist
The
French
an admixture of oxide of Iron and the
M.
Gillenormand, is also
er of Marius,
of lime and magnesia. The
genuine enough, if somewhat carica- carbonates
presence of sand prevents cracking,
tured. Javert, the Ideal policeman, shrinking, and warping; but experience
and Gaveroche, the little street Arab, shows that over 26 per cent of sand In
the town sparrow of Paris, are two a hrlck ruins its cohesive power, and
characters which not only live as Indl- - makes 1c brittle. Both the oxide of
viiluals but as types.
iron, and carbonate of lime act as a
As a narrator Hugo is singularly flux which fuses the constituents of
lucid and striking, and possesses in the brick together; but an excess of
gift of awakening either will make the brick run and lose
full the story-teller'and retaining interest. "By turns sub its shape. The quantity of iron also
lime and playful, roughly strong and has a great, influence on the color of
daintily delicate, full of love, passion the brick.
anel a sweet, fatherly tenderness he
Bricks are either hand or machine
seems to touch at will all the; organ made, and in all cases, as the tests
stops of our nature?.
His conversa showed, the machine made bricks are
tions are lively ami affable and are of by far the superior.
the proper length not to be tiresome
The different bricks tested were oband monotonous. The story does not tained from kilns in this locality, as
lag and so well is the enthusiasm kept
as leoth
and hand made
up that any defects In thought are lost brick from machine
Albuquerque
and Ias
sight of.
Vegas. An Individual test of each
Vic tor Hugo's power of genius is not
brick was made to determine both Its
denied. Hare and fac ile mastery of the crushing strength and its absorption.
lesourees of language was his. Power The absorption test was made as folof expression such as is given to but lows: The brick was first carefully
one or two in a gene ration that was weighed, tfien immersed In the water;
iiis, also. Fascination rarest gift of at the end of twenty-fouhours It was
all that, too, was his.
lie teaches taken out. all surface water carefully
every seeker after a true and lasting wiped off. and the brick weighed
lame that abiding Influence' is only again The rcsu'ts obtained are given
possible to genius when allied with in tabulated form No 11.
utte r sincerity.
In order to ascertain the crushing
This was followed lv Mrs. E. (). strength of brick, the sample's selected
Song" as we re iiubeeldeel between two layers of
Wooton singing "The Miu-.ia solo.
plaster of paris. Hv this means it was
One of the nicest Impc.itant .ubjee is possible to obtain two perfect parallel
during the evening was by .1. S.
p'anes V which the load was applied,
namely
without injury of any kiinl to the brisK.
The results are given in tabulated
Extract from Thesis "Test of Some form 3.
The valley made bricks stood the
New Mexico Bui. ding Materials."
lowest tests, whieh was lti.noo pounds
Sinc e man first le aineel to use
in bis defense, and
houses for for a bric k L,,44xS', im lies, or 484.4K
pounds tier square inch. From this it
onshe Iter, be has been intimately
cerned with the strength oi materials is calculated the valley made brick
of on ;. ruc tion. In the early part ef weiiild support a wall t4" feet high
his can er the; materials uscel loth for villi no factor of safety. Allowing a
defense and shelte r were exceedingly factor of safety of five, which is gensimple. A stone tied at the end of a erally customary, it would be safe, alclub was on.' of his first weapons, and lowing for no other strains, to bulla
his shelter was made of rough logs anil a wall U'.O feet high.
The bricks from Albuquerque and
thatch work; but e ven in this simplicity the mate rials used must have been
se.lecte.-(Concluded on eighth page.)
because they were strong, and
s

r
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HAVING ITS EFFECT.
Good Results From New York's Cam-

paign Against Expectoration.
CONSUMPTION DECREASING.
The
enforced

law now being
by the New York board of
health has within the past few days
been made more stringent than before.
Don't spit on the sidewalk is the new
command of the board of health.
The wonderful results accomplished
by the lioard of health since it began
its crusade of prevention are sufficient
to warrant the new step which it has

taken.

From 1884 to 1S!6 thirteen years-th- ere
were 78,913 deaths from consumption in New York city, an average
or 6.072 a year.
Estimating the value of a human life
at $2,000 (the figure set by the board
of health), this has meant a loss to the
community of $12.144.ooo a year.
The active work done by the health
hoard has greatly reduced these figures. The jiercentage of cases of consumption last year was only 2.56, as
against 6.98 between 1881 and 188fi.
The lioard was stirred up to take its
recent step by I)r. Herman M. Biggs,
who called its attention to the diseases
caused by those who expectorate In
public places.
"Many a consumptive," said Dr.
Diggs, "owes his death to this pre-

ventable habit."
Three years ago the health board
began an
crusade. Ferries, trolley cars, "L" cars, stations,
etc., were protected by the new ordinance. It has now gone a step further
find included "all sidewalks" in its pubanti-spittin-

lic notices.
In order to find out whether the
law was being enforced, the
Sunday World recently made a thorough investigation, aided by Dr. Ernest
J. liederle. president of the board of
health; Clark Bell, president of the
anti-spittin- g

society;

Medico-Lega- l

Dr.

Herman

M.

Biggs, the well known authority on
consumption, and by a number of special polcemen belonging to the health

department.
Though the day's work resulted In
no arrests it brought out very forcibly
one ract:
New York has learned the lesson
taught to it by the
crusade. Tills was evidenced by manv
incidents which occurred during the
tour made by the health officers.
For Instance, on Broadway car No.
2,304, a
man who wanted
to expectorate got up and went out on
the back platform of the car. prefer
ring to lose his seat rather than run
the risk of being arrested.
On car No. 3,100, of the Eighth ave
nue line, a man about to expectorate on
the floor suddenly remembered the
sign, looked up at it. and left the car
rather than violate the law.
At Sixth avenue and Fiftieth street
Health Officer Joyce found it necessary to reprimand one man Just as he
was stepping off the car. The rebuke
was taken In good part and no arrest
was made as the offense was not con.

well-dresse- d

siiireil prav

-

At the Manhattan entrance of the
h'ldge It was found necessary to call
Lie attention of a thoughtless young
man to a sign on the nlatform. and
other people were reprimanded on the
lith avenue elevated train at Fulton
ferry and on the boat crossing from
New York to Jersey City.
The only places which heretofore
nave needed attention are the ferry
boats, ferry houses, the platforms of
some stations and the stairways lead
lng to these platforms. Commissioner
Lederle has now made those places

safe.
The whole story of just what has
been accomplished Is told on this page
in me series of special Interviews
given to the World by Dr. Ernest J.
Lederle. president of the board of
health; Clark Bell, president of the

society Dr. Herman M.
Biggs, the noted authority on consumption and chief pathologist of the lioard
of health, and by Health Officer Ellis.
Medico-Lega-

l

Ernest J. Lederle, M. u., Ph. D.,
President of Board of Health.
At present the health department of
New York is doing all it can to educate
people by giving them a knowledge of
the fact that consumption and other
diseases may be spread by unsanitary
habits. It is all a matter of education,
however, and I look forward to the
time when It "will no longer be necessary to threaten people with fine and
imprisonment for not observing the
rules of common cleanliness.
Even as it is a man thinks twice before he spits once in the street car or
on the deck of a ferry boat.
The average number of arrests per
week since the law went Into effect
has been thirty for both New York and
By

Brooklyn.
In most of these cases the magistrates before whom the delinquents
were brought Imposed fines of $1 each
upon about twenty out of the thirty
people brought before them. In eight
of such cases sentence was suspended;
the remaining two were discharged.
Up to a short time ago certain magistrates were Inclined to take a rather
lenient view of the situation. "I spit
myself." said one of the judges, in discharging a prisoner. The usual method
of judicial punishment is a reprimand
for the first offense.
Some of the judges seemed to be of
the opinion that each man is entitled
to one spit that is, if it Is the first
offense and he promises not to repeat
it, he is let off.

Health Officer Ellit.
Whenever we went out last year we
could find violators of the sanitary law
against spitting without having to look
for them. Now we have to watch like
hawks' in order to catch any one in the
act.
The principal places for these offenses were on the surface cars and in
the elevated trains. But now spilting
is principally confined to the ferry
boats and to the stairs and other approaches leading to the elevated
trains.
The average number of arrests luKt
year was about fifty a day. Now it is
scarcely more than five or ten, and in
these latter cases it is only done by
people or strangers
who do not know the law.
If an offender who has violated the
law in a ferry house is taken before
Magistrate I'ool. the judge usually
makes the Glticer bring up also the su
By

absent-minde-

perintendent of the ferry house. He
asks the latter whether or not he has
provided cuspidors in the ferry house.
If these have been provided and the
offender has not used them, the magistrate Imposes a fine. Both Magistrates
Mot and Zeller are Inclined to be len
ient. The Brooklyn magistrates do not
seem to look upon the offense as grave-las do those In Manhattan. They sel.
(join either fine or Imprison people.
By Clark Bell, President of the Medico
Legal Society.
am in favor of adopting every pos
sible method of preventing the spread
of tuberculosis. The American congress of tuberculosis, which meets next
month in the city of New York in Joint
society,
session with the Medico-Lega- l
will discuss the subject of keeping
streets and public conveyances free
from danger from the spread of consumption.
Our city regulations in respect to the
prevention of spitting In the public
conveyances, upon streets, and espec
ially in depots, is one of the best for
ward movements for the suppression
of tuberculosis that has ever been in
augurate"!.
It is drawing the attention of all
scientists and those who have the care
of other cities, to New York and the
action taken by this city is being imi
tated by many other municipalities.
All scientific authorities concur in
the opinion that sputum is one of the
most dangerous sources of Infection
The fact that consumption is a com
municable disease is now recognized
by the government of the United
States, as is shown in the regulations
recently adopted for the prevention of
the immigration of those suffering
from this disease, especially in its advanced stages. The courts have recognized this view and have sustained
the government in its position.
The whole theory of the crusade now
going forward in all civilized countries
to prevent the spread of tuberculosis is
based upon the fact that it is the duty
of every government to take legal
steps and lawful means to avert and
prevent the spread of this terrible dis
ease.
It seems to me that it must lie a cam
Most of the peopaign of education.
ple do not seem to understand the dan
ger that comes to them by neglecting
to prevent the spread of this disease
by every means which legal regula
tions and special legislation will ac
comidish.
Let any one for a moment read the
returns from the various health depart
ments and see the enormous death rate
which this single disease presents. It
is greater than any orhcr disease with
which humanity is afflicted.
It seems difficult for our people to
realize the propriety of doing any action whatever in conformity with legal
regulations. But where the health of
the community In general is involved
it is the part of common prudence to
take such steps as will insure tue pre
vention of the Bpread of the disease to
1

the utmost ability and the

g

power.

Herman M. Biggs, Pathologist
of New York Board of Health.
Consumption is well recognized now
to be an infectious and communicable
disease under unhygienic conditions.
It Is easily communicated from one
person to another.
There is no doubt that one of the
chief sources of communication Is the
habit of expectorating in public places
Millions of people, perfectly healthy.
are every day subjected to possilile infection by thoughtless people who are
ignorant of or violate the most ele
mentary principles of hygiene. The
measures taken by the board of health
to awaken people to a sense of the
great danger have done a vast amount
of good. An educational publicity of
the work that is going on is needed
now.
The disease which is most widely
known and most fatal is consumption,
technically called tuberculosis. It Is
of all the
the cause ot
deaths among human beings during
adult life, and probably more than one
half of the worlds population which
reach adult life contract this disease at
some time.
The usual channel of communication
for consumption is the expectoration
of persons whose lungs are affected by
By Dr.

New Mexico College

Influenza poison, which is said to be
,
i
uiouuiiiK mime or me at
Mention paid to consumption.

of

Protell: the elements that build
and renew the tissue of our bodies,
our bone flesh fat muscle
blood nails hair teeth.

Agriculture and Mechanic Arts Cholera Morbus a Dangeroua
Disease.
In many instances attacks of cholera
morons terminate iat,ally before medicine can be procured or a physician
(Continued from seventh pnne.1
summoned.
The sale way Is to keep
at hand n reliable medicine for use in
Las Vegas are quite homologous in such
cases. For this purpose there Is
structure and well made. That stand- nothing
so Lure as Chamberlain's Coling the best test was one of buff color,
Cholera and Diarrhoen Remedy. W.
which did not rupture under a load of ic.
60,000 pounds for a half brick. Both E. BonwoiU), of Lafayette, Ala., savs:
June. 1900 t hn
machine and hand made brick are nian- - "In
of cholera morbus and one dose of
uiactured in Albuquerque and Las Ve- Chamberlain's
Colic. Cholera and Diargas, and the great superiority of informer can he realized from the tests. rhea Kemedy gave me relief in fifteen
minutes." f or sale by all druggists.
Conclusions,
After performing this series of tests
LETTER LIST.
the following conclusions were define-ed- :
That New Mexico is gifted with a
Following la the list of letters revariety of building stones of which the
uncalled for In the postolflee
standing on an average of 4,000 pounds maining
per square inch under compression j at Albuquerque. New Mexico, for the
and that most of these sandstones liav week ending June 7, 1902:
Ladies' List.
silicia as a cementing material.
That the brick manufactured in the Breen, Mrs B
Kramer, Laura
valley of the inferior quality, standing Boyd, Bertha
Maloy. Mrs
but 16.000 pounds of brick or 5.000 Baca. Maria
Nuanes. Eulilia
pounds per square inch; and that the Baliegos.Dona LupePalmer. Mrs
Albuquerque and Las Vegas bricks, Cooper. Miss
Pickerell. Mrs Alice
both hand and machine made, are of Gutierrez. Isabelita Khondeagood quality, standing, on an average, Gray. Clara
Hied. Mrs J Sum- respectively, 0,000 and 120,ooo pounds Gray, Esteile L
merville
Graves. i.lrsG E (2)Samora. Ginobela
each.
That the quality of the Atlas and Howell. Kate
Trnjillo. Margnrito
German Portland cements, as shipped Huning, Lolita
Vilson, Mrs M L
into this territory, at least Jhose pack- Kerr, Mrs Annie
ages received by the college, from
Men's List.
which the samples were taken, stood Ames. Fred
Hoofer, J A
the tests required in government spec- Artwell. F C
Hawthorne. W L
ifications, namely: that the t"tisils Atkins. Harry
Manuel
strength of cement should be from 300 Atencio, 1 nomas Jaramillo.
A (2)
to 4oo pounds after Rtanding one flay Benards. J
Keny, A C
in air, and six in water, and that at Bouk.
King, Charley
least 90 per cent of cement should Brooks,John
Lopez & Ojiintana
Jim
pass through a sieve of 10,000 meshes Benzel, Philipp
Ru- LeCreve, Walter
to the square inch. Furthermore .that
fioil
McAll ev .1 .
cement which is allowed to set under Baca,
Meteor
Moody. J 11
water Is by far stronger than cement Barber Shop
Moya,
that is allowed to set in air; for this Ballelos. GuadaluneXi ioer Josefo
I'd
reason cement in air should be kept as Colman, Arthur
Monloya. Guillermo
moist as possible; again, that cement, Clifford, Jas O
Murray, George
after standing two weeks was about Clark, Luther T
New berry. W A
4 per cent stronger
..an that standing Costello, Daniel
Phillips. L P
one week; showing the value of allow- Denzel. Louis
Papa.
Felix & Co.
ing cement to set well before use.
Dickinson, Chas O Quinn, T .1
That Texas pine is about 12 per Emmans. Lute
Anibmh In
cent stronger per square inch than Garcia, Santiago Sanehea.
Serna. Antonio
Alaniogordo, Arizona or Las Vegas; Garcia.
Emery A
Alamogordo pine standing better tests Galiegos. v Gnaeio Smith.
Smith.. Inhn
than the last two, which are about of Oariel. O
Smith. P A I
equal strength; further that green tim- Griego, Juan
Young, Otto
ber stands just half as much load as a
Persons calling for the above named
piece of well cured timber, the pieces
letters will please say "Advertised,"
being of the same material.
Lastly, that the cast iron test pieces and give trie date of publication.
R. W. HOPKINS. Postmaster.
from the LI Paso foundry were of good
quality and stood a tensile strength
Leads Them All.
of 23.800 pounus per square inch, being
"One Minute Cougu Cure beats all
above the average for cast iron, which
other medicines I ever tried for coughs,
is 20,000 pounds.
colds, croup and throat and lung troubnf !.,.
The orchestta then rendered the les." says Dr. D. Scott ('ui-riwaltz "Isabel," which was followed by ganton, Pa. One Minute Cough Cure
me
is
oniy absolutely sale cough remMrs Wooton, Miss McFle and Messrs.
Mothers
Wooton and Brunner, singing as a edy which acts immediately.
every
where testify to the good it has
quartette "The Dream," and "The
done
their little ones. Croup is so sudLotus Flower."
The address to the graduating class den in its attacks that the doctor often
arrives too late, it vii,it at nnen
was eliminated by the
of Hon. J. Francisco Chaves, the ter- One Minute Cough Cure. Pleasant to
ritorial school superintendent, who taue. uiiiiuren like It. Sure cure for
telegraphed that he had missed the grip, bronchitis, coughs. J. H. O'Kielly
& Co., and B. II. Brlggs fc Co.
train.
c
The diplomas to the graJuates were
A Curious hreak.
,
presented to them by Hon. G. A.
Last week we e.vamineii
president of the board of regen it. Mr. Richardson also presented ous freak of nature in the way of u
diplomas to t lie post graduates, Mat young goai. i nis anomalous creature
had one head, four ears, no eyes, nose
thew Hill and Alfredo Sanchez.
This was followed by the orchestra nor mouth, eight legs, two backbones,
playing "Creole Belles." a beautiful two breast bones, and two tails. It
two step, after which the assembled breathed through tine (if the ears, but
It had two
guests surrounded the graduates anil only for a few hours.
wished them all the happiness iniiigin hearts, two pair of lungs, two livers,
one
stomach,
anil two sets of small
able for future years.

th

Carbohydrates:

elements

that frlvs nerve energy working;

Tho

Doctor

nergy

"go."

ssys

s

Two kinds of energy in our food. One makes up
for wear and tear on the human engine other makes it goJ
,

In WHEAT

la

SCOTCH OATS

only I unit of of

body-buildin- g

energy to 7 units of "go."
2 units of building force to
units of "go."

The "go" element won't build tissue (or constitution) but if you have a good reserve of tissue (good
constitution) you can always draw on it for "go."

Scotch Oats (,,2e)
$ves you this strong reserve.
Wheat 'doesmqtM '
i

The Mexican Central Railway Co., Limited
Calls attention to the fact that:
It :j the only Standard Guage Route from tho United States fron
tier to Mexico City.
It Is the only line in Mexico that can offer t'ae traveling public
the conveniences and comforts of Standard Guaf. 3 Pullman Drawing
ltojin Sleepers, lighted by Tintsch Gas.
It is the only line by which you can t.avel without, change from
Kansas City, Mo:, to Mexico City.
It is tho only line by which you can travel without change from
St. Louts, Mo., to Mexico City.
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the
zi states or the Republic. Eight million of the thirteen mUllon In- - (Il
habitants of Mexico nre Rpttlpil cntitlininna i thom
t.--

The principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
their products over it. Chihuahua. Sierra Moja.la. Mapimf, Fresnillo,
Parral, Guanaeevi, Durango, Zacatecas, Guanaju ito Sombrerete, Pach-ucetc., etc.
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business is Done.
There are only five cities of over 35,000 Inhabitants In tt e Republic of Mexico that are not reached bv the Mexican Central line.
The following ten cities are reached enly by the Mexican Central
nun uy .
Chihuahua M.ODS Inhabitants; Parral 1G.3S2: Zacatecas 34,438;
O.ianajuato 40,580; Leon G3,2G3;C.uadalajara 101,208; QueretJiro
Zaniom 12.533; Aguascalientes .I7.81fi; Irapuato 19.(140.
It also reaches tho cities of Torreon 13,845; San Luis Potosl
00.S58; Tampico (Mexican Gulf port) 1G.513; Celar i 25,!G5; Pachuca

a,

Rich-ardson-

38,-01-

37,7;

City of Mexico 3(18,777.
Daily Pullman service between St. Louis. Mo., and Mc';,,n City,
also between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
C. R. HUDSON, G. F. & P. A.
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A., Me.clco City.
W. S. MEAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.

s.

This freak was born In Kinsley's
Virulent Cancer Cured.
Angora goats and ha:i been preherd
Startling proof of a wonderful ad- servedof by
our local taxidermist, James
vance in medicine is given hv druggist
(. W. Roberts, ot Elizabeth. W. Va. An Fay. Farmington Times.
old man there bad long suffered with
Interesting to Asthma Sufferers.
what good doctors pronounced incuraDaniel Pante, of Olterville. Iowa,
They believed his case
ble cancer.
hopeless till he used Electric Bitters writes: "I have had asthma for three
and applied Bucklen's Arnica Salve, or four years and have tried about all
which treatment completely cured him. the cough and asthma cures in the
When Electric Bitters are used to ex- market and have received treatment
pel bilious, kidney and microbe poisons from physicians in New York anil
cities, but got very little benefit
at the same time this salve exerts its other
until I tried Foley's Honey and Tar
matchless healing power, blood dis which
gave me immediate relief and I
eases, skin eruptions, ulcers ami sores
never be without it in my house.
vanish. Bitters 50c, Salve 25c at all will
tubeiculosis.
I sincerely
recommend it to all."
Here are some remarkably instruc- druggists.
Pharmacy.
tive statistics on consumption in Mano
in General Uphattan and the Bronx. They tell their Yaquis Not Engaged
Many now roses have been introrising.
own story:
The reported ambush of Governor duced recently. The Queen of Edgely
In 1881 the death rate from tubercuis identical with the American Beauty
losis was 4.92 per cent; for the five Torres and his forces ny Yaquis is not in every respect
except in color, which
from
years from 1881 to 18S6 it was 5.98 per based on facts, says a telegramHermo-sillis a much lighter pink.
When the
cent; from 1886 to 18!)0 3.50; from 1890 Tucson, Ariz. Torres was in
Tuesday and parties who have Liberty variety is well grown we have
to 1896 3.11; from 1896 to 1901 2.56.
everything
in the way of a
This shows a gradual decrease, which just returned from the district where crimson rose.desired
The flower In lunro ,.
is very noticeable for the last two the alleged rebellion exists say tha tains Its
color for a longer period than
there is no uprising of Yaquis there.
years.
me ordinary rose and does not require
The total number of deaths from tu- The trouble is confined to a lew who a high
berculosis in 1898 for a population of refuse to conform to the order of the sequentlytemperature to force it. Con3.272.418 was 9.265; whereas, In 1901. Mexican government, calling lor regis- more easily this variety can be grown
than the average hothouse
for a population of 3.536.517. it was tration of all Yaquis. The Mexican rose. We have
never succeeded to our
only 9,412. demonstrating the fact that government has no tears whatever fit complete
satisfaction in growing the
The foregoing was obalthough the population bad increased, an uprising.
most
crimson roses in the
there was a" matt rial decrease in the tained from a gentleman who dined bright perfect
sunshine of N w Mexico except
with Governor Torres Tuesday morn
statistics, New York World.

1902

7

one-fourt-

o

lng in Hermosillo.

Read It in His Newspaper.
George Schaub, a well known German citizen of New Lebanon, Ohio, Is
a constant reader of the Dayton Volks-zeitunHe knows that his paper aims
to advertise only the best in its columns, and when he saw Chamberlain's
Fain Balm advertised therein for lame
back, he did not hesitate in buying a
bottl.; of it for his wife, who for eight
weeks had suffered with the most terrible pains in her back and could get
no relief. He says: "Alter using the
Bain Balm for a few days my wife said
o me, '1 feel as though horn anew," and
before using the entire contents of the
bottle the unbearable pains had entirely vanished and she could again
take up her household duties." He is
very thankful and hopes that all suffering likewise will hear of her wonderful recovery.
This valuable liniment is lor sale by all druggists.

REMOVE
THE

Happy lime in Old Town.
"We felt very nappy.' writes U. N.
Ilevill. Old Town, Va., "when Bucklen's
Arnica Salve wholly cured our daugho
ter of a bad ease of scald head." It deTo Fight the Smelters.
lights all who use it for cuts, corns,
A big
company bus been burns, bruises, boils, ulcers, eruptions.
organized in Kansas City for the pur- Infallible for piles. Only 2 ."c at all
pose of maintaining the price of lead druggists.
and zinc ores. The company propose
to break the power of the smelter trust
Fifty Suicides in One Month.
Fifty persons committed suicide in
In the southwest. William 1'liillipson
of New York is hack of the enterprise, Chicago in the month of May. This is
and the organization lias been capital- the largest number ever recorded, ac
cording to the health department. In
ized for $1(1,000,1110.
the same period there were
deaths
iiiifoumit-sKir
nail Chamberlain's trom Height's disease, which also is
Stomach and Liver Tablets. They unprecedented.
The excessive and
cleanse the stomach and regulate the steadily increasing Mortality from
ff
ctiug a quick and these two causes, as well us Iron: pneu
liver ami bowels,
permanent cine. For sale by all drug monia, the department's report suys is
gists.
attributes to the baneful effects of the

SHOW COMING

Railroad Time Tables

HOWE'S GREAT
LONDON SHOWS
AND

SANGER'S TRAINED
ANIMAL EXPOSITION
WILL EXHIBIT AT

Saturday,

Albuquerque,
June.

14-- .

,y

m

cause:
I THE DAN I )

Iff

fl

thst burrowi up the itulp, making
dandruff icurf, earning the hair to
fall, and finally

LEAVE GOING NOHTH.
Express
8:30 a.m.
Limited
11:55 p.m.
7:30 ptn
lo. 8, Chicago Express
ARRIVES KROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express"
7:10am
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27. Mexico Express
11 :oo p m
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express
8:15 p.m.
No. 3. California Limited
11 :o a.m.
No. 7. Mex. & Cal. Expre.-s- . .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west.

No. 3

See the creat lievcl. whirl nrunt.
ed by four ladies and four gentlemen
bicycle champion:;.
A large menagerie of rare wild a:ii
nials.
"' aretiic ttuis.
lit funny downs.
Don't fail to see the free nwirnitii'
exhibition on the show grounds after
uie free morning street parade.
1 wo
performances, afternoon and
evening. Doors open at I p. m. and 7
1

in.

Excursion rates t.n all

railroad.-;-

DRl'FF. FALLING HAIR,
BALDNESS if you use

E. G.

or

Price ?L

ALBUQUERQUE,
33

'

MYERS. Agent.

1832

1902

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Sole agents for casino and Oia brand
Canned Goods. Dealers In

Staple and Fancy Groceries
street.
Creamery Uutter Hest on
earth
Orders solicited.
Free delivery.
TITLE TO GOVERNMENT
LAND
ACQUIRED CHEAPLY WITHOUT
RESIDENCE OR OCCUPATION.
FOR FULL
DRESS
JO H

san

N. M.

iteming has increased CO per cent.
population In four years.

K. L.

Land Attorney,

WRITE FOR PRICES

The only hair Preparation on this
absolutely new iciiniific principle.

for tale by (JrujjiiU.

Garcia & Co

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins

HBRRCIDB

arrives Thursday and Mon4 at rives Tuesday and Fri-

No.

Hillsboro

Dealers in

NEWBRO'S

days.
days.

214 South Second

.

BALDNESS.
You will have NO MORE DAN.

(In Effect June 1, i'jtt.)
AnniVR
. 1.111,
- - - . . . PUfim A.I.J
ruin x'ruvpff
No. 1, California Express
7:15 p.m.
7,
No. Mex. & Cal. Express. . 1U: 05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited
10:50 a.m.
No. 2, Atlantic
No. 4, Chicago

under shade.

On the first indication of kidnev
Of what does a bad taste In your
mouth remind you? It indicates that trouble, stop it l.y taking Foley's Kidyour stomach is in bad condition and ney Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
will remind you that there is nothing
so good for such a disorder :;s Chamberlain's Stomach ami Liver Tabluts
after having once used them. They
cleanse and invigorate the stomach
and regulate the bowels. For sale at
23 cents per box at all druggists.

Approved the Plans.
The board of education last night approved the plans prepared by Architect E. B. Cristy for enlarging the Second and Fourth ward schools. Hid?
for the work will be opened next
Thursday at 8 p. in.

A BIG

Id

PARTICULARS
T4

69G

AD- -

3. ACKEFtMAN
Montgomery

tai.

Dring In your tinware an l have
paired. Albuquerque Hardware

St.,
lc
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Failroad Topics

Healthy Mind in a Healthy Body

BALL GAMES.

American League.
At Cleveland
14
Cleveland
3
Boston
Batteries: Wright and Wood; Win

Stomach and brain affect each other. A sick stomach sours the disposition and prevents sleep and brain rest, and a sick brain sours the stomach and clops the bowels.
Men of sedentary habits, brain workers who don't Ret much exercise, have alck stomachs and bowels, and wear ont their brains and nerves.

ters, Prentiss and Warner.

and that they are making the second
Western League.
survey.
At Omaha
One corps Is working over by Fort
3
Sumner, one near Torrance on the Omaha
4
Rock Island, and the other on the Rio St. Joseph
Gra.iam and Gonding;
Batteries:
Puerco near Sablnal.
When The Citizen reporter remark- Chinn and Roth.
At Colorado Springs
ed that It looked as though the Santa
5
Fe had decided to build by Sabinal, Mr. Colorado Springs
7
replied:
necessarily,"
Denver
"Not
and
Jones
r is returned to this city and accepted also said that there would lie several
McCloskey and McCon- Batteries:
) position as blacksmith in the Santa
other surveys made before tney would nell; McNeely and Baerwald.
'e shops.
decide.
At Peoria
Lantry Brothers, contractors, will
3
Peoria
legin next week the work of ballasting
Ready to Yield.
3
Milwaukee
"I used DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
he Santa Fe roadbed from Raton to
Batteries: McGill and Anson; Mc- Las Vegas. The material will be taken for piles and found it a certain cure." rherson and Lucia.
says S. R. Meredith. Willow Grove,
Tom the quarries at Watrous.
At Des Moines
2
John Van Lew, a machinist with the Del. Operations unnecessary to cure Des Moines
6
Santa Fe Pacific at Needles, his moth-?- r piles. They always yield to DeWitt'a Kansas City
Batteries: Wilkinson and Hanson;
and sister, spent yesterday in the Witch Hazel Salve. Cures skin disSity, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jack eases, all kinds of wounds. Accept no Welmer and Messitt.
Records. They were bound for their counterfeits. J. H. O Rielly & Co., and
American Association.
Id home at Roanoke, Va., for an ex- - B. H. Briggs ft Co.
At Toledo
ded visit.
7
SOCORRO.
Toledo
. C. Grout, formerly saw-file- r
in the
6
ling mill at Topeka, but for several Interesting Note From the "Gem Indianapolis
At Minneapolis
Vs employed in the
Albuquerque
City," South of the Metropolis.
5
Minneapolis
ps of the company, has Just closed Special Correspondence.
2
E isit of several days with Topeka
Socorro, N. M., June 6. T. Vanslyk. Milwaukee
game
Second
railagent
gone
Chicago
for
to live stock
the Santa Fe
to
.nds and has
4
way at El Paso, was a Socorro visitor Minneapolis
nd a brief time.
0
Milwaukee
eye
to business and
The Citizen has received a copy of today. Van has an
At Kansas City
Is a Jolly good fellow with it.
4
i "Guide Book of tile Canyon of
City
Kansas
District court will no doubt close the St. Paul
just published by Fred. Harvey.
10
' C. Bicknell is
Next week
the author. The pub- - regular term this week.
At Columbus
-- ation
is considered by competent will be given to the hearing of a big Columbus
3
Lincoln
from
mining
transferred
suit
yet
printed
to
lie
book
ritics
the best
11
Louisville
county to this court. As a large sum
n the Grand Canyon.
involved and a bitter fight will folNational League.
W. H. Simpson, chief of the advertls-l- Is
Fergusson and Chllders, of Albulow.
Philadelphi- aAt
department of the Santa Fe, d querque,
are the opposing attorneys.
8
Philadelphia
in Williams last Saturday and
The county commissioners In session St. Louis
5
'isited at the Canyon till Thursday, this
are looking to the better
Jacklltsch;
and
Voorhces
Batteries:
(iben he returned to the city and made ment week
of the public roads of the county. Yerkes and J. O'Nell.
he trip In company with E. Lamb,
Fruit in the valley around Socorro
At Brooklyn
io the summit of Bill Williams, which
promises well this year. Landlord
6
le believes will be a great drawing Yunker, of the Windsor hotel, informs Chicago
3
ird In the near future. Williams vour correspondent that his orchard Brooklyn
St. Vrain and Kling;
Batteries
ws.
near the city will yield him at least Hughes and Ahearn.
Madden, who was foreman 40,000 pounds of prunes In addition to
1 Thomas
At New York (eleven Innings
the boiler shop at Albuquerque, N. other fruits.
4
Pittsburg
, until a few days ago and who was
Dr. E. C. Blinn, owing to the death New York
4
Cal.,
go
Bernardino,
San
to
given
to
ago,
?cted
has
some
wife
time
of
his
b
Batteries: Doheny and Smith; Mat- pjake a similar position, has been up his practice here and will devote thewson,
Evans, Yeager and O'Hagen.
Fe his time to mining In other parts or tne
P, e boiler inspector on the Santa
At Boston
zj i west of that point, with head-- c territory.
3
;ters at San Bernardino.
It has A number of Albuquerque people who Boston
4
Cincinnati
un-sources
good
from
suggested
during
i
employed
the
here
v
have been
Batteries: Malarkey and Kittredge;
clal that James Hogan, foreman of term of court were seen to depart for
Tblelman and Pietz.
.
boilermakers at Fort Madison, home today.
a. will be appointed to a similar
The haying season is well on In the
Whooping Cough.
isition on the eastern grand division. valley and the alfalfa crops of this
My little son had an attack of whoop
important
To provide means for
county will be large and the quality is ing cough and was threatened with
to the Gulf or Mexico, and gooa.
pneumonia; but for Chamberlain's
coast,
the
Dssibly toward the Pacific
Joe Wiggins, of San Marcial, charg Cough Remedy we would have had a
;ock holders of the Rock island at ed with murder before this court. serious time of it. It also saved him
leir annual meeting voted to increase uleaded guilty to murder In second de from several Bevere attacks of croup.
le capital stock from $60,(100,000 to gree and was sentenced to the pen for
H. J. Strickfaden. editor Worm-He- r
75,000,00u. This is the largest increase life by Judge McMillan.
ald. Fair Haven, Wash. For sale by
ince the consolidation in 1890. The
The district attorney, with the as all druggists.
itock was then $41,960,000; in 1896 it sistance of one Julian Baca, who made
n
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
as increased to $46,500,000. In 1890 himself conspicuous for the number of
,t was raised to the authorized limit of indictments he swore to during united
Alvarado.
Last June it was increas- States Marshal Hali 8 term, for the fee
$50,000,000.
R. M. Ball. Colorado Springs : M. D.
ed to $60,000,000. The funded debt in there was In it, filed complaints
I. W. Wilder,
the meantime has been increased from acainst all the saloonmen and mer Rowland. Pittsburg.L. Pa.;
Rosenberg,
St.
Sol
York:
New
liquor
handling
county
$17,500,000 to $68,000,000.
of
the
chants
' "
F. Pollock. J. B. Rice. Den
In the suit at El Paso of Valente under the Sunday law. today. The fact Louis! A.
J. B. Wranghan, San Francisco;
Mendoza vs. the Atcuison, Topeka & that the grand Jury for the term had ver:
Cook, Dallas. Texas; W. C. Mad- Santa Fe Railroad company the Jury-' adiourned without finding any indict H.
Prescott: J. C. Wincoff, Louis
returned a verdict in favor of the de- ments in such cases, would indicate dox.
satisfied, but vllle; S. A. Maxwell. U. S. A.; Bessie
fendant. The case has been on trial in that the community was
Bellsle. Larned, Kan.;
Judge Goggln's court for the past two these two important personages were Hoover; M.andF. wife,
Wellington. Kan.;
H. Shreve
days.
The plaintiff claimed $15,000 not.
E. A. Well. Mrs. A. Weil, St. Louis;
for the loss of his right oot, which
Was Wasting Away.
W. F. Hansteln. New York.
was crushed by the switch engine
The following letter from Robert R.
when he was getting off of the foot
Sturaee' Eurocean.
instructive. "I
toard In front of the cowcatcher. He Watts, of Salem, Mo., is kidney
K. R. Sellg. San Francisco: Henry
disease
with
as riding in from the smelter where have been troubled
Las Vegas; C.
last five years. I lost flesh and A. Canter. B. H. Newlee.
e was employed. Negligence on the for thefe.City;
Rogers,
J. D. Martin
A.
Kansas
lead
with
doctored
well
and
never
ai t of the plaintiff and that he had no ing physicians and tried all remedies Stocknn: Mrs. C. L. Hafley, San Mar
ght to ride on the engine were the
M. P. y Chaves,
sueeested without relief. Finally I cial; C. Hill, Isleta:
lain grounds of defense.
F. A. Fletcher, Chicago;
tried Foley's Kidney Cure and less San Fafael;
Hutchinson, Kan.; Manthan two bottles completely cured me BurtR.Allison,
Saved From An Awful Fate.
Otero, Santa Fe; F. G. Bloom,
At uel
"Everybody said I had consumption." and I am now sound and well.
Trinidad; J. G. McNary. Las Vegas;
rites Mrs. A. M. Shields, of Cham-ersbur- varado Pharmacy. o
W. F. Hansteln, New York; C. Kircher,
six
low
so
after
was
"I
Pa.
John M. Woods, St. Louis.
Open Air People's Serivce.
lonths of severe sickness, caused by
open
be
will
people's
An
service
air
few
asthma,
that
ay fever and
Hotel Highland.
the corner of Second street and
hougnt I could get well, but I learned held atavenue
F. T. Kinney, East Las Vegas; W. E.
at
tomorrow
afternoon
Lead
King's
Dr.
of
jf the marvelous merit
Pnelilo: P. Morrow. St. Isolds;
Following Is the program to Manner TTnrnhereer.
New Discovery for consumption, used o'clock.
Emnoria: H. L.
ihil
f
rendered:
tinvnri Snn Frnnrlsco: Grant Aikens
t, and was completely cured." For des- beOpening
hymns.
is
it
lung
diseases
perate throat and
F. L. Fiske. Denver; M. W. O'Donnell
Prayer.
the safest cure in the world, and is inand family: John Boyd, rortiano. ina.;
Scriptures.
Reading
of
the
fallible for coughs, colds and bronchial
A. C. Potter.
Hymn.
t
affections. Guaranteed bottles 50c and
Prayer.
drugf. r n n d Central.
$1.00. Trial bottles free at all
Sermon.
gists.
W. S. Moss and wife, Trinidad, Colo.;
Solo.
C. Wilson, Las Vegas.
Hymn.
"The Twentieth Century Limited."
Metropolitan.
Prayer and benediction.
On June 15. In addition to the pres.
Dr. R. R. Green, New Mexico.
ent train service a new train in both
Self Protection
directions known as Nos. 25 and 26,
va. -- .11 ih.
of hlnod DUrl
e
and called "The Twentieth Century demands that you be on the alert to flers. Acker's Blood Ellxer, under a
Limited" will be placed in service via see that you get Painkiller (Perry
guarantee. It will cure chronYork
you
New
)
some
'and
It;
the
Davis
when
Shore
ask
for
the Lake
and other blood poisons. If you
Central, leaving Chicago 12:30 noon, dealers will try and persuade you to ic
hodV.'
r
h.
v BOrpB
I U .rnnllnnl
" - ' - On VOI1T
ciupituiiv nr
morning
U.
next
to
else,
something
claimed
be
the
York
New
Just
take
arriving
pale, weak or run down, it Is
are
or
at
York
upon
New
getting
good;
1'aln
as
leave
will
insist
at 9:30, and
what you need, w e reruna money
2:45 p. m., arriving Chicago the fol- killer, the remedy which has been the Just
you
are not satisfied. BO cents and
If
years;
train
60
it
family
This
9:45.
world's
doctor for
lowing morning at
H. O Kleiiy & uo., and u. ti
J.
II.
by
griping
eauipment
stop
built
diarrhoea,
never fails to
will b of the finest
c Co.
Briggs
be
will
dys
company,
bowels,
pains
or
and
in the stomach
the Pullman
H. Shreve, a railroad man, and wife,
Wellington, Kan., are spending the
,y in the city.
tV. A. Freeland, one of the efficient
ks at the local freight depot, and
'e, left last night for a month a visit
tj th friends at Temple, Texas,
a- 3. W. Woodruff , a former resident of
c- buquerque,
but late of Tucson, Ariz.,

1

Harrr Hoog.on, BorkTllla,

,

Bid Wanted.
The Board of Education of the city
of Albuquerque Invites bids for the
erection and completion of an addition
to the Fourth ward school building;
also a bid for an addition to the Second ward school building; also for the
heating and plumbing of said buildings, all from plans and specifications
prepared by Edward B. Cilsty. archi
tect. A certified check for 10 per cent
of the bid must accompany each bid,
check made payable to L. H. Cham- berlin, treasurer of the school board.
Plans and specifications may be seen
at the olllce of the architect, room 27,
N. T. Armijo building.
B!d3 will lie opened in office of

g

ar-lve-

216 South Second

Museum Building Finished.
The Alvarado museum building is at
most
ist finished and ready for thecurious
omplete collection of Indian
l.tainable at this modern age. The
uilding Is about luo feet long and for-- r
feet in width. It has an apartment
classes of
jr caWi of the differentwest
arches of
collections. The
show
ihe Orcai'.it from the east side arches
windows of the museum. These
have been fitted with single panesele-of
glass for the entire arch and make
gant displav windows. The museum
the
will be open to the public about- "oimiddle of the month, providing
led ions arrive as tney are schedui
his-icii- c

During the summer kidney irresu-'aritie- s
are often caused by excessive
inking or being overheated. Attend
the kidnevs at once by using Foley s
Idnev Cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Santa Fe Short Cut.
Chief Knsineer Jones, of the-- survey-.icorps, doine work on the proposed
line of the Santa Fe short cut. stopped
off between trains in the city this
morning, while er. route from Sabinal
to his home at Las Tcgas. Mr. Jones
ays that there aie three coips doing
,t work on the proposed line at preseut.
g

25

and

50

The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to cure or your money beck. Sample and booklet
free. Addreee Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago r N. Y. Ml

Yellowstone Park
Denver evening, June 30.

Leaves

the

Park morning, Jun; 2.
Rate of $74 includes railroad fare from Denver to the
park and back, stage transportation through the park and
f
five and
days' hoard at the park hotels.
Write for folder.
Arrive Yellowstone

one-hal-

PHILIPPS

MADAME

eold in bulk.

$74 Through

board of education on Thursday night,
June 12. 10H2. at 8 o'clock. The board
reserves the right to reject any and all
bids.
R. W. HOPKINS.
President of Board of Education.

Street

poolng.halr dress- ,
ng, facial
human hair
switches in every
T shape.

to

mas-tage-

1

entery. etc. Large bottles
cents.

t

C. E. Klmberlln, La Harpe, !'.!.

A man who keeps his bowels regular with Cascareta Candy Cathartic, that
is without strain or violence, can keep strong and healthy without much
exercise. A famous professor in Jefferson Medical College used to
advise his students: "Trust in God and keep your bowelaopenl" That's
God's own wisdom, for when the bowels are regular and the digestion
strong and healthy, then the system is safe ana the brain and nerves
will have inexhaustible elasticity and life.
Beit for tha Bowel. All drngglata, toe.tsc, joe. Never

Ari-Kna- ,"

everything that its name Indicates. It
will be the fastest long distance train
in the world, making the 980 miles beextween New York and Chicago in
actly twenty hours, including all stops.
There will be an excess fare of $8."
Can t be perfect health without pure
blood. Burdock Blood Bitters makes
pure blood. Tones and invigorates the
whole system.

?1

"Caararett were tha only tnedielna a1 had with"Chamreeori
ai when I beat the wort-l'Hn.Ver of Auiarlca," huaaing 179
Linn 1'orft
iu U boun."

t'

.!)

"Son time cn, whlla 1 a la Mlllirraanr.
P.. Mr. Freeh, th landlord, waa ftfflleted with
Bevere palna In tha atnmaeh. 1 Inflated npon
ftnd
hla taklnr a Caaearet befnra ffnlng to bed
.
In. of a
next morning ha pa.aed
lie bonaht Boa of Caarareta and ft tape-wonat feet lung eama from him head and all."
Chaa. . Condon. Mlffllnbnrg, Pft.
'Caarareta enred tna radical!? of dTwopalft
ftnd headarha and my weight whleh bafora waft
12 la now lid lba." S. Jia.arro, BUoil, Mlaa.
"I And Cftnearete henefletal after ft tpell nf
hard work, clearing tha brain aa wall aa tha
howala. and al.o working off aolda la good
ahai.-- K. C. Stokaa, hUftdalpfcia, Pa.

nA Aort'
M much
'I work in th ofBc
Treln aa ahnnld. and ahfii 1 frl bad 1 Jii.t
ft Caaeftret which ftlwaya ttiakaa ma
Irtiht." E.
J. Rohan, Q. C. Ronts, Croaeant, Kjr.
"I had ft torpid llrar for mnntha. I tmniht
bft of Caararela In Wn.htnrton ana have not
only brrn put In parftrt health, but hav
(aiuad cunaldtraHla In weight."
Md.

tak

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.

OOOOO0OOOOOOOOOOOOO
O
Concerning Trade Tricks.
The old saying that there are 0
"tricks in all trades" has outlived O
its truthfulness, if there ever was O
any truth in it. This store does 0
0 not countenance tricks of any Q
0. sort to catch the unwary. The 0
0 plain, simple policy of buying 0
0 good merchandise and selling it 0
0 at a Just profit Is what has gained 0
0 for us the public confidence. What 0
0 you read in our "ads you can 0
money to 0
0 tie to. People with
0 spend naturally go to the safe 0
0 trading place. Golden Rule Dry 0

O
O
O
O
O

0 Goods

WE,
THE UNDERSIGNED,
DESIRE
TO HAVE

THE PLEASURE

0

Co.

c
MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and liable work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
H. Q. MAURINO.
o

Price Reductions.
The only reason for reducing prices
on our men's and boys' clothing la that
we are overstocked and therefor anx
ious to push business. We had no old
stock to unload and are showing new
and desirable goods only. Simon
Hern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o
Demlng will be the great smelter
large
plants will be incenter. Two
stalled within the year.
o
Children given kindergarten work In
forenoons regularly at 228 North Walter.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Jemez Hot Springs.
The public is invited to visit the
famous health giving springs. First
class accommodations can be found at
the Stone hotel. Bathing, good trout
fishine and beautiful scenery are only
a few of the attractions of this delight
ful resort.
MRS. OLIVE CORCORAN,
Stone Hotel.

pos-Itlv-

i fJARANTEED SILK GLOVES, 60
CENTS PER PAIR. ROSEN WALD
BROS.

OF EXPRESSING OUR
APPROVAL OF THE RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE
OFFICIAL DELEGATION OF THE
TEXAS FEDERATION WOMEN'S CLUBS.
WE WISH ALSO TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIA.
TION OF THE EXCELLENT SERVICE OF THE SANTA FE ROAD; OF THE MANAGEMENT; OF THE SPECIAL TRAIN; OF THE COURTESY OF EVERY OFFICIAL FROM
SUPERINTENDENT TO PORTER; OF THE PERFECTION OF THE
HARVEY EATING HOUSES. MAY THE SANTA FE LIVE LONG AND
PROSPER.
MRS. PERCY V. P EN NYP ACKER, Pres. Texas F. W. Clubs.
MRS. ANNA McLEAN MOORES.

0000

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO

.

Pullers and Tanners,

Wool

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.

First-clas-

s

work done andfBatisfaction" guaranteed
Please write us for prices.

tO0iKCXfO0

,

90om

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine VVoiks
. P. HALL,

o

Proprietor

Overshot the Mark.
In buying our spring and summer Iron and B asu Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; (shaftings. Pulley,
goods this year we went too far and
Grade ;ars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Bulldlnjrs;
overbought. In order not to have too
s
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
many
we have made material
price concessions, as indicated on the
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
price tags in our big window. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Homestead Entry No. 6796.
Notice for Publication.
We are showing the most extensive
Department of the interior. Land Ofline of men's and boys' ready-to-wea- r
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.. May 1. 1902.
clothes between Denver and Los ANotice is hereby given that the folngelesSimon Stern, the Railroad Ave-nulowing named settler "aas filed notice
'Mothier.
207 West Gold Avenue.
of his intention to make final proof la
CORSETS ON SALE AT AN UN- support of his claim, and that said
HEARD OF FIGURE. ROSEN WALD proof will bo made before the probate
l'KOS.
clerk of Bernalil'o county, at Albuquerque, N. M . on June 10, 1901', viz; Juan
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
the V NfcUi. Wi SIS',;
Alderete.
34, T. 9 N.. It. 6 E.
sec.
TICE
He names the folowing witnesses to
CI.KAXslNO
prove his continuous residence upon
iMI UKAI IXtl
and cultivation of ssid land, viz:
(I KK I'OiC
CalW-tanGuru' , Callctano Alderete. Manuel E d j Acuna, of Esrobosa.
ft flV
N. M., and Jose I). Quintana, of AlbuUttS
querque. N. M.
u
r
MANUEL H. OTEUO. Register.
LI 0 ii.;.l.i c:
left-over-

FIERCE0 FIGHT.

o

The Union
Market

Clarence Dixson, Formerly of Albu
querque, engages in a ri nym
a PI Pun Tenai.
flprrpKt fist fights that
odbeennf the
seen in El Paso for some
has
occurred last night in front of
time
,
j
Ttonlr cnloon In the blind al.' V
between the Bronson block and the
Lobby saloon. The dispute is said to
have arisen over a quarrel uuoui Le-a
o
...,.n.nn
Tho nnrt Intnnnta were
IT WILL BE TIME WELL INa well known young
VESTED TO READ OUR ADVER- land S. Putnam,
business man 01 nis cuy, unu nar
ROSEN WALD BROS.
TISEMENT.
ii
lllvann
,.r, (a allo tr tell exactly how
i,u c.ron tfarteii for when the crowd
began to gather the combatants were
at it hammer and tongs. The fighting
kept up lor luuy len miuuies auu
.iij noro theJ nnlv weations. -liotn
At first a high cough, all iijih
men were bloody when the contest
was over and tne laureis were auoui
in your throat. You neglected even.
Putnam handled his dukes in Kary Iv
l.a LJ I..accounts. Di '.
it. Now it is down deep in r,Q tivip ne'onlinp' to hisail antagonist
i.-- .THOUSANDS SAVED BY
i
and would have bested
k.v r.l,.j, rh- !.
li
a
he chest.
That means
..
IW'df
had not Eil IMxson, a uromer or clarninnniK
.'i.
I
U. Ill L l.'.l
V. GOETTINU
CO, Proorletoro.
1"'
:il.
This turned tne t (H1
interfered.
h,
II
tl:i
a lung cough, ence,
COLD. HEAD
crowd in favor of Putnam and friends A;i
tiiiiMiui'A.
.ML;iitir..i!. J'.i Hui
tiu
I'nHti"
parties put an end to the ngat.
Ayer's Cherry of ElbothPaso
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
broi..
H..1 "vi
tvn a' For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
N
Lare
T!mes.
r v uiuil ; 'I ' .i s .ji in iviiij hv
;r
making a specialty.
AND LUivG TROUBLES.
Sausage
THROAT
and
all
Pectoral controls the inflamfcLft" WSO'i'iUiiui, :J
Ten Years in Bed.
Tim wonderful nidif inu positively
hid..
R. A. Gray. J. P., Oakville.
mation, heals the torn memcurert Consumption, Coughs, Coldu
writes: "For ten years I was conA. E.
branes. Talk this over with fined to my bed with disease of my kidI'roncliitia, Asthma, Pneumonia,
FIRE INSURANCE
neys. It was so severe that I could
STEVE LALLING, Prop.
Hay Fever, Pleurisy, LnGrippe,
your doctor.
not move part of the time. I consulted
HoHrBone63,SoroTliroataiidVluxp. Secretary Mutual Uuildinr association
" Only half a bottle of Ayer's Cherry the very best nedical skill available,
We handle the finest Hue of Liquor
uaidndge's Lwnber
Pectoral cured me of a dreadful cough but could get no relief until Foley's and Cigars. All patrons and friec j iny Cough. Every bottle guaranteed Jfflce tt J.
which had lasted for over four year. " Kidney Cure was recommended to me. cordially invited to visit tLe Iceberg.
NO
NO
PAY.
CURE.
Mrs. J. L. Johnson, U'innie, Va.
it has been a Godsend to me." AlvaSubscribe for Tha Daily Citizen .
109-tflCE 50c.nd $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
H Couth ".jcond street
J. C. AYES CO., Lowell, Mass.
rado Pharmacy.
ZSt, Sk., $1 W.

The Big Show is Coming.
The agents of Howe's London Shows
have been in our city arranging for the
coming of that ever welcome amusement aggregation, and the small loy
will be correspondingly happy, and
everybody and his best girl will be at
Albuquerque on circus day, Saturday,
June 14.
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Rafael, was a
passenger from the west last night.
E. F. Greenlaw, a prominent sawmill
and lumber man of Greenlaw, Ariz., la
in the city.
M. F. Belisle, Kansas manager of
the State Life Insurance company of
Indiana, is in the city.
Hon. Manuel R. Otero, of Santa Fe,
register of the land elllce, is in the
city today on business.
W. H. Springer left this morning for
Chicago, where he goes in the interest
of the Wallace Oil company.
Wm. Jenks, wife and daughter will
leave tonight for Los Angeles, whore
they will visit for several months.
W. H. Smith, chief clerk to R. E.
Wells, general manager of the Salt
Lake route, is in the city today.
J. H. Cook, an electrician In the employ of the City Electric Light company, will leave tonight for St. Louis.
Lutheran church, R. Rlchter, pastor
Sunday school at 10 o'clock a. ni.;
service at 11 a. m.; English
service at 8 p. m.
Frank Adams and wife, residents of
the Highlands, left this morning for
Pueblo. Colo., where they expect to
spend the summer.
M. P. Chaves, of San

miU mMJmm

&&&&&

EASY TO KEEP COOL
Since fashion decreet

that low

during
summer it only ados to your
comfort to obey its mandates.
We have the latest styles and
our prices are reasonable.

shoe

should

be

worn

Many
Women

Are made nervous and irritable by the pinching and cramp

ing of ill fittinjr shoes. Such women should lose no time in
becoming acquainted with

"Queen Quality

The Famous Shoe For Women.
Thousands of distressed and aching feet have found rest and comfort in "Queen Quality'
Shoes. They're modeled on scientific lines so that while being "as easy as an old
shoe" they fit without a wrinkle and pleases the eye with their pretty curves.
.

n

f.

r

."1.

Ladles'
Ladies'
Ladies'
Ladies'
Ladies'

Canvas Oxfords. . .$1.15
Dongola Oxfords. . . 1.50
Vicl Kid Oxfords

.

.$2.25

Mrs. D. A. Macpherson, wife of the
secretary of the Grant enterprises, will
leave tomorrow morning for Chicago,
friends for a few weeks.
Mrs. W. P. Morton and daiiR'uter,
Besaie. left this morning for Rowe,
Men's Velour Kid Oxfords. $3.60
for a visit with friends and relatives.
They expect to be gone all summer.
Mrs. V. P. Edie. wife of the manager
of the Albuquerque wool scouring mill,
YOUR WEEKLY ORDER
and daughters will leave tonight tor
California, where they will spend .ue
for household needs in groceries, if summer.
Terry's "Uncle Tom's Cabin" Bhow,
placed In the hands of us will be filled
which has been showing at Gallup and
promptly, efficiently and of the finest other points west, passed through the
city this morning in special cars atgrade goods. We handle nothing but tached to passenger No. 2, bound for
what we know is reliable, fresh pure Las Vegas.
Mellton Chaves received word yes
and wholesome, whether of necessities terday afternoon that two frame
houses, on the Baca place in Coyote
or luxuries.
canyon, were destroyed by fire yenlr-dag.
Loss about $1,000; in-

44

7"

& CO.

Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

COPTRICIIT.

Oxfords and Slippers

Low cut shoes are popular for summer wear. We have them In all the
styles and shapes, light or heavy soles.
Ladles' black kid sandals, new line,

to $1.75.
Ladies' black vicl, Louis and opera
heels, $1.50 to $3.00.
Misses' spring heel oxfords and sandals, 2 to 6, $1.50 to $1.75.
Pull line of men's Oxfords, $1.75 to
$1.25

$4.00.

T. MUENSTERMAN.
CITY NEWS.

dress shoes for this season. We have
them at $3.50. C. May's popular priced
shoe store, 208 West Railroad ave-

Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
nue.
Deming, the railroad center of New
In Deming the demand for rental
Mexico. ,
houses is five times in excess of the
See the newest in ladies' neckwsai' supply.
at The Economist.
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT
Deming, the gateway to the best FOR TAILOR MADE SUITS ROSEN-

WALD BROS.
Vrt of Old Mexico.
READ OUK ADVERTISEMENT.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
c
ROSEN WALD BROS.
Window shades in all colors and Alamogordo' & Sacramento Mountain
Railway.
Mdtha at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad
Effective June 2nd first class passenFresh Cut Flowers.
ger train will leave Alamogordo at 3
IVES, THE FLORIST.
a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50
Deming!
Don't overlook it if you a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloudare looking for a sale and paying in- croft at 5:30 p. m., arriving at Alamogordo at 8 p. m.
vestment
Passengers for these trains can take
Mexican drawn work in endless va- at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock
ii'iy m Aiuen racers, auo Jianroan breakfast
dinner at Cloudcroft
avenue.
A. N. BRPWN,
In Deming another good hotel la
I. Route.
G. P. A., E. P.-seeded to accommodate the enormous
increase of population.
CurtainsI Curtains! I Curtains!!!
In irfexican drawn work we are
We are snowing up to date lace curshowing a big assortment. Albert tains in Brussels net, Irish point, AraFaber, 305 Railroad avenue.
bian net, Nottingham. Bobbinet and
muslin.
Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
READ OUR ADVERTISEMENT.
avenue.
ROSENWALD BROS.
o
In Deming you can ouy lots for $100
Notice.
ffhlrh will pay you 100 per cent, in less
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
than twelve ruoutha.
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
Mrs. Akers, now located In her new orders, 6 cents up. 111 North First
home, is prepared to nil all orders for street
Home Made bread, cakes and pies.
Your parcels and baggage delivered
Boston crown bread and baked beans
delivered every Saturday morning. by toe Parcel Delivery to any part of
Leave orders at Delaney'a or old phone the city. Office 206 West Qold avenue
Automatic phone No. 202.
113.
o
Have you seen the latent styles in
Investments in Deming lots will
women's Bummer footwear? Patent doubl3 and treble
In one year.
leather colonials with metal buckles
patent
with
kid
oxfords
and
extension
The Percales we sell at 5 cents per
Boles are tuo fashionable street and yard are very scarce. Loon B. Stern

THAT THIS

Soles
1

I

rN.',"W

Dull Top
Light Sole,
High Military

The Low Cuts are $2. SO
At this store exclusively.

H

TRADE MARK
IS BRANDED
ON EVERY

.

Exact Reproduction of thU Style Shoe.

MEN.
SELTZ
SHOES FOR
of
Means

the same standard
merit as Queen Quality does for women. We have
the whole line, and we stand behing every pair of them. A new p2ir if any shoe
wrou;. On sale at our store exclusively.

$250.

Mr. and Mrs. George Mills, of San
Bernardino, who formerly lived here,
spent yesterday as the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. McMillian and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Trotter. They went on to
Chicago last night.
J. B. Wrangham, auditor for the
Equitable Life Assurance society, who
has been spending a couple of weeks
in the city, checking up the accounts
of the local office, was a passenger for
L.os Angeles last night.
All members of armony lodge No.
17, Albuquerque
lodge No. 1, Triple
Link Rebekah lodge No. 10 and all
other Odd Fellows, are earnestly requested to attend our annual memorial
service, which will be held at the Episcopal church tomorrow morning, June
8, at 11 o clock.
Meet at the hall on
South Second street at 10 o'clock. By
order of committee.
A gentleman, residing on South First
street, announced to a Citizen representative this morning that he and
his family are treated to a genuine dog
show almost every night directly in
front of his residence, and that several
of the dogs, who perform in the show,
are without the city license tag. City
Marshal McMillin ought to send "Dog
Catcher George" to the vicinity of the
performances and give him instruc
tions to catch all unlicensed dogs.
Hon. E. A. Mlera, chalrman'bf the
board of county commissioners, was to
have left this morning for Santa Fe,
but remained over to personally look
after some matters that the commissioners will attend to. He went over the
road from the city to the university,
and will soon have the road put in
good condition to travel over. He will
also attend to having the road sprin
kled with water from the city limits to
old town. Mr. Miera leaves for Santa
Fe tonight.

jfk

jFf

Eye- -

The
Society Girl.

77
W

fe

Kid.

$3,00

mo-nin-

J. L. BELL

Smart"

$Uutc

The entire upper is of the famous Kibo Kid.
lets are "fast colors" never turn brassy,
are very flexible.

y

surance,

r

Kilo
Patent

This boot is called the

French Kid Oxford. $2.75
Patent Kid Oxford. $3.50
Men's Valour Calf Oxfords. $2.50

hit'

9

Misses' and Children's Good Shoes, a full line.

Golden Rule Dry Goods Go.
i

OOCOOOCICOCOOOOOOCOOOOOCXDOO

New 'Phone COCXX)OCOCOOCOOCXXXXXX

Old 'Phone

152

59.

J. W. Edwards
Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.
Progressive

T

Reductions

!

Also Sell Monuments

Office

and parlor- -

in N. Second

Telephone Service

g

8

YOU WANT?

0

K

QUICK AND RELIABLE!

H

R

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE

8

8

Price

g

ND TELEGRAPH

Being overstocked on Clothing we have

marked down prioes on a great many of
our Men's and Boys Suits in order to

Stimulate Business

fi

CO.

FOR $10.00 we are selling good business suits well worth $12.00 to
$13.50.

MONEY TO LOAN
On diamonds, watches or any good

security. Great bargains la watches
tonight at the Orchestrion of every description.
A. H. inNOW,
At Auction.
209 South Second street, few doors
A car load of fine horses and Jersey
north of
cows, Tuesday afternoon. June 10, at
1:30 o clock sharp, at Trimble s red
barn. This stock is from the celebrat- GENTLEMENI
Our selection of over two thousand
ed Manning breeding farm at Indespring samples, comprising all the
pendence, Kas. It consists of saddlers,
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
double and single drivers and high
suitings, fancy vestlngs, overcoats
grade Jersey cows that are all fresh;
and fulldresb suits, are ready for
and some with calves at side. They
your Inspection. Our tailoring and
have no superiors as butter and milk
styles are unexcelled and the prices
producers. This stock is too fine and
tain. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
costs too much money to tell at auc
21S South Second street.
tion, but a press of business at home
compels Mr. Manning to make this sac
rifice and everything will positively go
without reserve. It will be a pleasure W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
to Mr. Manning to show stock and Second street, between Railroad and
hitch horses for prospective purchas
Copper avenue
ers before sale. See him at the red
H. S. KNIGHT.
barn.
Horses and Mules bought and exchang
Auctioneer.
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
o
A
dance will be held
Transfer Stables
at the Orchestrion hall tonight. Fine BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
music and a grand time promised.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Scott's ice cream parlor open all day
Albucuerque, N. M.
Sunday. Strawberry, banana, vanila
and lemon cream. Ice cream soda

Dance
hall.

"

FOR $12.00 we are selling nobbyispring suits, usuaally sold

at

$15.00.

FOR $14.00 we are selling some excellent worsted suits, worth $16.50.
FOR $15.00 we are selling dress suits, usually quoted

at

$18.00.

FOR $3.00, former $4.00 trousers are marked down to $3.00.
FOR $4.00, former $5.00 trousers are marked down to $4.00.
FOR $3.00 we are selling boys' suits, 3 to 14 years size, worth $4.00.
FOR $5.00 we are selling

suits marked

$6.50.

WE HAVE NO OLD STOCK TO UNLOAD AND THESE PRICES
APPLY TO THIS SEASON'S GOODS ONLY.

SIMON KTFRN,The

R. R. Ave. Clothier

CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDOCO

Berry-Devln- e

"Jyoii mint to
of

know what smartly dressed mm wear
thin tcason, ask to
Stein liloeh Clothes."

,

KEEP
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any flavor.

o
Attend a specially prepared free
lunch at the White Elephant tonight.

COOL

, '

t.v Men's

Everybody

Boys' Jersey Knit
Bathing Suits $1.00

A complete

line of

Men's Shirt Waists
i

$1.75 to $2.50.

E. L. WASHBURN,

West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

I

WHOLESALEHARDWARE

New&Second Hand Furniture
Stoves and Household Goods.
Re airing a Specialty.

d

MONEY TO LOAN.
On diamonus, watenea, etc.. or any
good security; also househoVd
goods
stored with me; strictly confidential
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A- - WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue

Company

SHOEMAKER,

205

Mrs. Myers, of South First street
Furniture stored and packed for
intends to surpass everyone tomorrow
Highest prices paid for
by giving a 00 cent dinner for 25 (shipment.
second-hancents.
household goods.

Jersey Knit

--

g

o

Uemember the cherry pie at the Co
lumbus hotel tomorrow.

Bathing Suits $1.25
to
to
to

Invited.

L. H.

Whitney

WE SOLICIT YOUR INQUIRIES AND ORDERS FOR THE ABOVE
BOTH IN SHELF AND HEAVY.

Plows, Mowing Machines, Rakes, Hay Presses

JACOB SILVA & CO.,
Dealers In
SAN ANTONIO WHITE

PLUMBERS
STONE.
113-11- 5

THE

15EST UUILDIXG STONE IN

117

NAILS, BALING AND BARB WIRES.
MINE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE.
AND TINNERS.

South First street.
Phones: Aut.

Albuquerque, N.

L.I.

21S; Bell, 85.
Hot lunch, free to everybody, at NEW MEXICO, USED IN ALL THE
Zelger s I are tonight. Don t forget.
xrccicxxxococicocxxocoxxxjcoco
BIG BUILDINGS IN ALBUQUERQUE
Don't forget the prize two stop at tho AND IN THE SISTERS' HOSPITAL.
In Deming good Fare loans can tx
orchestrion hall next Saturday night YARDS ON RAILROAD AVENUE had
at better rates than In the old es
Music by Mrs. Herry and Professor De BETWEEN FOURTH
First street
AND FIFTH tablUhed towns.
vine.
BALLING BRO., Proprietors.
STREETS. ORDERS SOLICITED.
STOVE REPAIRS.
Pupils desiring public work this sum
Borradalle & Co.,
Deming has now a large Ice plant
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
mer can arrange for lessons with
117 Gold Ave.
Miss Newell, 228 N. Walter.
ana eiectric ngai system unaer con
We desire patronage, and we
tract.
Ruppe's drus store open all night
At the Metropolitan saloon tonight
baking.
guarantee flre:-clas- s
o
a gratia rree luncn win De served.
every night.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
207 S. First street, Albuquerque, N. M,

PIONEER BAKERY

